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A Message frOm t e Commisionet..

o-

_ h_ is_ my _belief _that_ real professional growth_cumes when
teachers share ideas-_ with other tentchem_ After one rar of _ex-
puience with Celebra,tion of Excellence, we are convinced
that thi:s program pin:Aides an excellent opportunity for suth
sharing ro take place.

In addition to proyiding the Mechanics for teache6 to pre-
sent_ theirideas and plans-to other teachers, it alao provides for
acknowledging_ theirhelief in _their_ pmfon1 both by recog-
nition of their participation and by_monetary_ressard.

The development of a strong program for profession :I
growth is one of our most effictive ways &improving edLca7
tional opportunities for Connecticia's students. I support Cel-
ebration of acelteoce for its positive effect on our sehool
programs and thank the Connecticut General Asaembly and
SNETfor _helping to make the program a reality for Connect-
icut mchers.

II
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Intro uction
"It is idle to expect good schods without good teachers_r

Henry Barnard,
Noted Connecticut Educator

Celebration of_Excellence is the_type_of program of which
Henry Barnard would have approved: Barnard; the first Com-
missioner of Education :for the United States, recognized that
the success of our schools depends largely on Teachers._ In keep-
ing with Barnard's belief; lawrriakers and concerned citizens in
the state are focusing their attention on improving and
strengthening our -system of education.

Celebration of Excellence is an incentive program, admin-
istered by the State Department_of Education and funded_by
SNET; which salutes excellence in teaching by honoring Con-
necticut public schooliteachers who have developed exception-
ally creative curriculum projects and implemented them
successfiilly in the classroom. Additionally, for the yearJuly 1,
1986 June 30, 1987 the Connecticut Legislature has ap-
propriated $100,000 for this activity

Celebration of Excellence was_ developed by Governor
CrNeill'sCommission on Equity and Excellence in Education;
formed in August; 1984 of a bipartisan cross section of Con-
necticut citizens. The panel included educators, business pe_o-
ple, legislators, and other prominent state citizens. The
concept fOr the Commission grew out of a set of recommen-
dations made by the State Board of Education in January,
1984.

"The focus_ of the Commission was _on the people who have
the most to do with the education of young people in Con-
necticut the teachers," said Alfred W. Van Sinderen, di-_
rector and former chairman and _chief executive officer of
SNET Van Sinderen sat on the Governor's commission and
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was very instrumental in getting the Celebration of Excel-
lence program If the ground.

"The time has come for business and the public sector to get
more involved in the education process," Van Sinderen said.
"The business community has a stake in today's education, for
the students of today are the high quality employees of
tomorrow"

Recipients of the award receive a $100 personal cmh reward,
plus a $200 grant to_further develop their project and share it
with other teachers. Workshops and seminars are arranged for
recipients to meet other teachers and exchange ideas about
teaching. That exchange of idea, is the beginning of an inval-
uable network within the educational community.

A total of 655 curriculum projects were submitted state-
wide through the six Regional Educational Service Centers
(RESCs). Teacher screening committees, set up by the RESCs;
selected the 200 bett projects using state review criteria. Each
of the 200 projects was then rettieWed and rnmmented on by a
state consultant in the approptiate subject area.

The final 60 best pmjecri .were selected by a state review
committee made up of the Celebration_ of Excellence Advisory
Committee, the RESC coordinators and additional texhers
from each RESC area.

Celebration of Excellence has adapted ideas from a na-
tional program called IMPACT H. This is being implemented
by school systems in such diverse places as Houston, Texas;
Chapel Hill, North Carolina; San Francisco, California; and
Boston, Massachusetts. Connecticut is the_first state to have a
similar statewide program. Connecticut developers have be-
come part of the IMPACT H national network.



Why Celvbration of Excellence Succeeds

_Among the findings of the recent Carnegie Report on Teaching; "A_ Nation PrePared: Teachersfor the 21st Century"
wereindications that brlght creative young people no longer tonsider the teaching profession a viabletareer path. Many
exemplary teaching professionals axe opting to leave education. Individuals remaining have lost their initial enthusiasm.
Teachers Work in isolation; with little supportor opportunity to see each other work. There is a lack of recognition of
the teacher aS a Prokssional who shoirld be empowered to make autonomous decisions, and wha has an expertise worth
sharing. The Stictest of the Celebration_of Excellence program comes from trusting teachers, supporting their judge-
ment, honoring their commitinent, and then nurturing a network to facilitate the changes they undertake.

Celebration of Excellence rec-ognitet and rewardS effictive instructional practice and creative teaching; Celebration
of Excellence providt.

Developer Grants to enable teachers to produce materials and obtain technical assistance needed to dissein-
inate their programs-. _

Adaptor Grants to teachers who wish to adapt or replicate the selected classroom ba..ed martrials, activities,
and programs.

Celebtation of EircelrenCe Supporti activities which praVide a forum fix teacher expression andgrowth. Celebration
of Excellence stipends Alldtr gtant *innOrs to demonstrate theirprograms through regional educationalservice centers;
teathercenters, college arid university CdurkS, -community events and staff development _workshops. Training on how
ta present a workshop is_given to all grant winners as well as help on developing materials on their projects to share
with other teachers; This oppartunity_and recognition tames teachers' seliesteem, reduces their sense of isolation, in-
creases their sense of professionalism, and empowers teachers to keep the spark of creativity kindled.

Dt_ Marjorie K. Bradley
Program DirErtor



The Celebration of Excellenceprograrn_was created to re-
ward a. recognize creative Cormectkut public school teach-
ers. 1 lrough its teacher-ta-teacher network, successful
classroom programs will be disseminated. With the publica-
tion-of this catalog, teachers throughout the state-working in
public schaols-are invited to "take an idft and go creative."

This catalog is scollection of mules describing_60 exem-
plary programs_The profiles_are organized by subject _area.
Adaptation can take place actoss grade levels. For more infor-
mation, and sets of materials_on any of these programs; you are
encouraged to contact your Regional Education Service Center
(RESC).

CELEBRATION SERVICES

Adaptor Grants. If you are interested in adapting one of
the programs that appear in this catakv; you are eligible to
apply for an adaptor grant of $50.00. Reiquest materials
about the program and a grant application from your
RESC. The application period-closes December 15, 1986.
Some teachers; _of-course; will_ want to adapt programs
without applying for grants; and are welcome to do so.

InterscIvol Visits__If_you are intetestedio_getting a_ first
hand look _at a program; or ifyou _are interested in_ inviting
a developer teacher to your school to help you get started on
adapting a pmram; your RESC can arrange ifor =Linter,
St_hool visit. This service is available to farrnal or informal
adaptors.

Wcfrkshops. Program developers will present workshops at
conferences and elsewhere throughout_the year. The RESC
staff will coordinate workshops as needs arise.

VT
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Environmental Room Design
'Anit7.4"7;.4

This project awakens students' perceptions of nature and its artistic passibilitieS It
creates a_ place where studentsstepinta new_ worlds_ of_ sound color and smell.

Students begin by choosing a theme that relates to their sense _of _adventure, as well
as to art:concepts they have learned and:artists they have studied; For example, four_ years
ago students chose to create a "junsle Saari." After studying the worksof Gauguin, re-
searching reference materials for ideasi viewing films and taking related field trips, stu-
dents began their own designs.

Students worked amid the smell of freshly cut flowers and the sound af South Sea
sic_ to_ capture the feeling of the_ jungle setting. Art students construct murals, English
students write skits act them out.

2,4 . Aiir of- r

STUDENTS

-The program bas been used forshreeialternate years in the seventh andeighth grades
at Haddam-Killingworth Middle School. It is taught every other year so that both grade
levels are new to the experience. -_Classes meet every other day. Eight classes, ranging in
size from ftjurteen to thirty students, yield a total of one hundred to two hundred and
fifty participants._

There_is a wide rangeinartistic_ability among_ the students, and each student is cdn=
stantly challenged. The program is readily adaptable to other age groups.

STAFF

Karen Porter developed this program in an attempt to blend artistic and academic ob-
jettiVeS through the design and creation of a special environment. After the first year of
the program, an article titled "This Artroom is a jungle", by Karen Porter, was publiShed
in School Ans-, April; 1984. Theadministration, parents and the stufient body support
and encourage the continuation of the program.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

A room where the furniture can be moved is required. General art supplies, materials
and found objects are needed for individual and group projects. Reference materials,
slides, and films can be obtained from libraries.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

The observation and discussion of three-dimensional form and natural environment is
very important. Trips to marinelife aquariums, zoos, museums and galleries are helpful.

OVERALL VALUE

Students display a natural appreciation for nature. W., project stretches their imag-
inations and expands their awareness ofares potentiaL This approazh offers an alternative
to traditional art activities and injects a spirit of adventure and celebration into the cre-
ative act.

Students develop pride, responsibility, trust, interdependence, self-confidence, self-
satisfaction, accomplishment, and respect for the potential of art. They seem more highly
motivated. Placed at the core of the curriculum, art educ.tion becomes an essential ac-
ademic discipline:

FOR MORE INFORMkTION: Karen Porter _

Hardclant-Killingworth Middle School
Little City Road
Higganum, CT 06441
(203) 345=8567

7-7:4VMAIKATACEMErffefiffilialriffiliffialffli

Karen Porter

04'16:43i
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:Each student researches a colonial_craft or trade;_learns the trade, writes a report, de-
velops an appropriate charaaer and prepares a demonstration-. The craft is presented at
an all-day program attended_by students from other schools; as well as community mem-
heit. Through research,: a close association with two local historkal societies, visits by
the resource people, and a variety of visual aides, pupih literallY "touch their pasts,"
assuming the identities of craftspeople of the 17th century

_An extensive autobiography of books, pamphlets and articles is available._ The "Folk=
ways" video series; produced by the University of North Carolina, is shown to all
students.

STUDENTS

All students in grade five at the AcaAemy Eleme,7tary School in Madison participate
in_ this program. All levels of achievement are inw:ved, from gifted students to those
who have fulkime special ne-ds. The project will work well with both large and small
groups, as well as with a wide variety of ages.

STAFF

In the second year of the program, the Madison Historical Society gave substantial
financial support for a field trip andbrought in resource people for students to work with.
Though this was a joint project, it is possible to implement the project without outside
assistance.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Most oftheprogram takes place in the classroom, with additional sessions held in the
school_ media centec the local_fibrary, and on the grounds of a nearby historical house.
The final presentation takes place in _the gymnasium, halls, classrooms, the media center
and on the school grotmds. The media center provides video and projection equipment.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Classes spend one dá at a restored 17th century schoolhousein Monroe, simulating
a day of school in_colonial times._ A couple from:Strafford gives a one=hourpresentation
on daily Ilk in colonial times and a proftssional balladmr performs three one-hour pres,
entations emphatizing music appropriate to the study. Parents assist students in making
costumes and practicing demonstrations.

OVERALL VALUE

"The adMinistration was so enthusiastic ahout this program that it made it a regular
part of the school calendar:. said Muggleston. "The staff supported the program in a
myriad ofpositive ways," she said.

"In Touch_With The Past" offers_children an opportunity to develop an appreciation
for their heritage and that of their country by creating a living history program of their

Bobks and audio=Nisual materials beCome the foundationfor building an abiding sense
Of history _as something that happens to real_ people in_real_ places. Learning transcends
the hounds of the classroom and_ beComes a living application. Students, teachers, par-
ents and community come together to nurture a sense of excitement and wonder at the
processes and events that have shaped our country

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 'Warner Lord; Wilma Maus;
Patricia Muggleston -

Academy:Elea-wary School
4 School Street
Madison, CT 06443
(203) 245=2761

a .

Warner Lord; Patricia Muggleston,
and Wilma Maus



PrOject
This proiect_reaches_out_to student& who have_the _ability to do _well_ in_ school, _but

generally lack _motivation; self-confidence; and .a_ sense _of_ joy in _learning ;_ During ado-
lescence; youngsters tend co turn co peers as role models; rather than to adults.

T_his program provides students with positive role mOdel.s happy and successfUl
students who see schOol as a pace where gciod things happen. The students-work -to-
gether as Sharing partners, with excellence as the standard, producing_ eichibit-qUality
models, professional looking publications, and musical productions good enough co take
on tour.

STUDENTS

typical _year;_twenty_ gifted_and _talented students and 8-10 _MAC students_ are en-
rolled ; The previously _unmotivated_ student is surrounded by at least twn peers_whoare
productive:and willing toshare on a reciprocal basis. The gifted:student may have
greater reading Skills, but the MAC student may well haVe better Skills elSeWhere. More
importantly, :this_ program provides opportunity forsnidents from both encIS of the spec7
mum co work together. Conventional scheduling often results in "de facto segregation"
based on ability arid course level. MAC successfully breaks that pattern.

STAFF

Franklin Gross, a teacher at Central Middle School in Colchester, develoyied this pro-
gram. Many_volunteers_and specialists contribute their time and skills. These include
musicians; actors; wood-carvers; and senior high school students who were previously Franklin Grossinvolved in the program.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Ail that's needed is a small classroom, with worktables,_ simple counters and hand
tools. Gross points out that he does not have desks in rows, but that he encourages stu-
dents co move around. Cass is often held in the gymnasium or the school lobby.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Connecticut is rich in organizationsithat can enhance this program. Gross addS that
his clits has worked with the Connecticut Drama Association, many_ regional theaters;
colleges, foal historical societies, craft groups, and the local Senior Citizen Center
often in ways that are mutually beneficial.

OVERALL VALUE

In many cases, Project MAC is the program of last resort in reaching potential drop-
outs_It_is_often successful in rewhing students when conventional approaches have not
proven effectim

"MAC does not pretend to thange these students into cop scholars;" Gross said; "but
what it does do is reach youngsters who have always gotten up inthe morning believing
that_ they are destined to have another bad day 'We get them believing that at least thr
one hour of their day, they can do something, succeed at it, and enjoy it all at the same
tithe."

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Franklin Gross
Central Middle School
Norwich Avenue _

Colchester; CT 06415
(203) 537-2313

_.I1
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Sixth Grade World's Fair - Country Reports
This interdisciplinary project instills an appreciation for other cultures while devel=

oping research Skills.
thirig baSk note taking skilLs,_ students complete a variety of individual and group

actiVities ag t4ey set out on a fatt-finding search. These activities center around the stud-
ies of music, language arts, visual arts, and social_ studies. Students select countries in
whichthey are interested and then are given a booklet of twenty-two activities that can
be done individually; or in small groups with other students interested in Similar
countries.

STUDENTS

-_ The entire sixth grade thus at the_Burr Elementary School in Higganum participates
in the program. Class size ranges anywhere from 40-80 students: Depending on-the
Stnictiire of the project, classes can either meet everyday or once a week: The project is
adaptable to other age groups as well as achievement levels.

STAFF

The project Was developed by Arlene Lirot, presently a teacher in Regional School Dis-
trict #17's Talented and Gifted Program, as well as a teacher of sixth grade science and
social_ studies. With assistance from teachers _Joan Mix and Tom Hennessey, students
have created ten consecutive World Fairs.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Most research takes plwe in the school library. Students are encouraged to use outside
resources as well: Activities outlined in thehooklet_are completed in the classroom and
require no special equipment; though some students do use overhead and opaque
projectors.

A Supply dart materials is helpfiil, though many students who wish to create "special
projects" supply their own materialt. Students are reminded that the project should
demonstrate their ability to solve problems creatively with limited expense.

The day-long fair takes plate in the school cafeteria.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Early in_the project; guest speakers are invited into the claSsroomsto share Slides and
other inErmation on various countries: _As the fair approaches, parents, friends, and other
community members loan artificts and souveniers: Students are responsible for the col=
lection and return of hortoiVed materials.

OVERALL VALUE

"The World's Fair is_a major _event _for the_students;" said Lirot.- "It is not unutual- for
them to say that they have been looking forward to working on _the project since when
they were in kindergarten." Nct only does the project promote ahigh level of involvement
by the StiidentS, but it also cliras a large number of interested parents and other com-
munity membert into the school.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Arlene Lirot
&rr_Elementary School
Route 81_
Higganum, CT 06441
(203) 345-4584
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This_simulated trip; with planning; researching; mappIng, creative writing, math
and surprise adventures; is for students working in groups of two or three.

During the first week; students plan_a five-day driving trip to three major U.S. cities.
Pre-trip activities include writing an itinerary estimating expenses, and researching the
history economy and geography of their cities. Additional map, math, writing, or ocher
activities can be included.

On Monday of the first week, students wing to their first cityan a'Sly_By Night
Airliner." Each group receives.= "Old_Bombee" rental car; 'American Distress" travelers
checics; reservations at "Flea Bag Inns"; and the first edition of the "Team A Times."
Each day teachers fill this newspaper with news_iterns personalized co students (break-
downs, lice epidemics; lost hags, weather, etc). By Friday, each group has been forced to
alter their planS several times. Each day, students collect statistics, sketch maps, keep an
expense ledger, mileage chart, and a journal describing historic sites visited and detailing
how unexpected events were handled.

At each step, student's written assignments are due. These include work on map read-
ing, research, organization; math; journal and creative writing.

STUDENTS

For the_ past two years,_three classes of mixed abilities on_ the 7th grade A Team at
Rochambeau Middle School in Southbury have taken the tour, which can be adapted co
most any size group in grades 6-8.

STAFF Samuel Lewbel

"Ter= Tours"is part of a series of interdisciplinaty units devised by Sam Lewbel, a
Social Studies teacheriat Rochambeau Middle School. It was developed with the help of
English teacher Judy Buonaiuto, mach teacher Marion Margaitis, science teacher Linda

jda and_ media specialist David Fildes. ibe tour can be adapted for use in social stud-
ies, as well as rnany other subjects.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Almanacs. atlases and encyckpdias are sufficient for the types of projects that are
assigned. Teacher& need co duplicate play travelers checks, car tegistrations,and daily
newspapers. Travel brochures and catalog& can beobtained by students if an exercise on
writing business letters to Chambers of Commerce preceeds unit.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required.

OVERALL VALUE

The "'rerun A_Tour" permit& free reign ta the imagination, combining a pre-adoles-
cent's sense of the absurd with the realism of a research paper. The teacher can reinforce
geographk,_ analytical, research, writing, math or other skills while students enjoy fan-
tasizing and role playing.

Students select their own travel mates, destinations and imaginary adventures. The
daily newspaper permits the involvement of all students and lets each know the teachers
are thinking about them.

"Attitudes toward subject matter have improved rs. students apply skills toward prob-
lem solvingin creative ways;" said Lewbel. 'Students develop reliance on others, coop-
erative effirt, and the ability co deal with adversity"

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Samuel Lewbel
Rochamkau Middle School
100 Peter Road
Southbuzy, CT 06488
(203) 264-2711
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Textbook Challenge is a board gaziie deVelOPed by fifth grade students to help them
reVieW the inost important material piesented in the _fourth grade curriculum in social
studies, science and literature. Students use the prescribd textbooks, novels al'd outside
rewurces to determine the most important infOrmation to be included in the game. They
then prepare cluestons and answers to be included in the game.

Each student desigs; a gameboard using the 500 questions written by the class. In a
group planning session; the_best ideas_from_rxh individual game are synthesized into
one group game. A committee of writers works on the ruksof play

ShidentSiset up_ a pilot z: Tie to:work out any problems; make corrections; and then
Make a final tOpy for -.?uplication. Students chose game pieces to go with the board, and
d..tcide upon appropriate packaging and distribution for uSe in Other Classrcionis.

STUDENTS

Eighteen fifth grade students of high intellectual/academic ability have bieen involved
in_ this program since its in:eption a year ago. The class meets once a week for a full day,
for a total of ten weeks.

The project can be adapted to any subject area or student ability level-. The motiva-
tional level is high because the fact-gathering, which is usually not a high-interest ac-
tivity, iS done to make a bOard game which is a high-interest activity

STAFF

The program was implemented by Sylvia:Burke and Michael Marak; two teachers of
gifted and talented students at the Spring Glen School in Harnden. The teachers work
aS a tearh, in one resource center. No outside staff was necessary to implement this proj-
ect, and it has the full support of the principal arrl the director of Hamden's Elementary
Gifted Program

The program has potential for wider distribution within the school system.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

No special equipment or_space is necessary for this project. The gameboard is made
with standard classroom supplies, and duplicated on 18" x 24" paper, obtained courtesy
of a_local copy company.

OtherS might mike strialler gameboards and use regular school copy machines or have
students copy them by hand.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Burke and Marak took their class to the West Rock Nature Center in New Haven to
verify science facts. This sort of trip is an option. The intent was to use materials within
the school system.

This is a self-contained program that any teacher in any system can apply.

OVEIULL NrALUE

_All teachers are concerned with long-range retention. This project is an extellent ve-
hicle for involving students-in subject matter.

With careful guidance; students_make judgments about what is important to remem=
ber in a curriculum area. Writing the questions is a wayto teach students how to write
ClearlY and Concisely. Designing game boards builds students' creativity

"The eSSence of this project;" Burke said, "is that it is a highly academic exercise per-
ceived by the students as a lot of fun."

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Sylvia Burke, _Michael Marak
Spring Gen Sch6ol
1908 Whitney Avenue
Hamden; CT_06517
(203) 288-1684
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Improve ritirtg Throig iterature
This is a five-month program designed to develop evaluative and analytical reading

skills thr application-to writing. It divides traditional literature into categories such as
falk _tales; fables -,_ and fairy tales,_ and requiresstudents _to _evaluate and discuss _the char-
acteristics _of each._ The project_ culminates_ with_students _writing thier_ own_ pieces.

The project contains an evaluative package used to promote discussion; to determine
student's ability tadifkrentiate among the variety of traditiorial literature, to gauge stu=
dent's: overall comprehension, and- to translate components into writing. Instructional
materials are available to anyone who would like to implement the program.

STUDENTS

: Twenty-nine, multi-aged, miilti-level sixth graders participated in the program. The
class met once a week arid was divided into two groups, each with a half-hour of dis-
cussion time. Drama and media presentations were incaporated into the existing cur-
riculum: To optimize _thscussion; the class met as_ a whole at least_ once a month. This
pmgrarn could be used with gifted students in grades thur and five or with a total class
in grades six through eight.

STAFF

_ he project was fully developed and implemented by Anne Keegan ofthe West Hart-
ford School System. It his_been used for the last year at the Lloyd Bugbee School. No
assistance was required arid it haS received the administration's endorsement.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Standard classroom materials are all thatis needed to conduct this project. Thelibrary
plays an important role and students shoUld beguided in their book selections. The nor-
mal scheduled iibrary period has been increaSed to an hour so that half the class can select
linokt while the other half stoys in the classroom thr discussion. Each group spends a half=
hour in the library

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required, but a trip to the town library would be of value.

OVERALL VALUE

This project is simple, consistent, enjoyable, and virtually free of costs. Students who
are_fitscinated by simple imaginative taies_are stimulated to analyze more _complicated
reading material: In studying the writing of others; students develop good writing skills;
as well as their own unique writing style.

AS a result of this project; students acquire an alertness to human values, an enjoy-
ment of self-expression, :an increaSed pleasure:in reading, an appreciation of literature,
an awareness of other cultures, and a concern thr effective writing and speaking.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Anne Keegan _

Llojil H. Bugliee Schaal
1943 Asylum Avenue
WeSt Hartford,- CT 06117
(203) 233=1234
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Junior high students create tourist bnxhures about their town. Because cf_this proj-
ect, students are more motivaWd to write, are more aware of larger audiences for their
writing, and gain a wider perspective of their school and the town they live in.

They begin by organizing outlines: listing, grouping, and organizing major topics
with_subheads._Aspart of an activity to celebrate the town's heritage, students are then
asked to put their skills to use and create_brochures about their town. They are asked to
list everything they can think of relating to the town. It becomes a brainstormingac-
tivity with the _teacher giving prompts such as recreational sites, historical areas, and
educational facilities. Students then take lists home to begin researching

During their investigations, students gather as much information as possible that can
be used as a guide to someone who is unfamiliar with the town.

The teacher hands out sample brochures done by professionals to give students ideas.
Once the brochureis produced, it is provided to town libraries and municipal buildings
for use by the general public:

STUDENTS

The project has been used for three years in the seventh grade study skills classes. The
booklet takes about two weeks of daily 45 minute class sessions to complete. Most stu-
dents are of average to above average ability

STAFF

William Farr and Christine Smith developed this project as part of the introductory
skills curriculum. The language arts/Study skills teacher conducts classes and monitors
the project.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Students_ create their own brochures. They nced construction paper and illustrating
materials. The project should be typed, so access to either a -.-ypewriter or a word pro-
cessor is a must.

OUISIDE RESOURCES

_None are required, but field trips to various historical sites in the community, mu-
nicipal buildings; public services and town libraries are helpful.

OVERALL VALUE

This project provides students with excellent motivation_touse study skills in a real-
life experience. Students learn a great deal about their town's resources through the shar-
mg of information.

The beauty of the project is that it can be adapted into any type of brochure_with just
a mere change of information. For example, a school information brochure could be pro,
ducedto introduce new students to the school. Students can also do brochures for local
historical societies, public service clubs, or municipal organizations.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: William Parr, Christine Smith
Bolton Center School'
104 Notch Road
Bolton, CT 06040
(203) 643-5166
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The Brain and Its Functions
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This project identifies the- main parts of the brain and their fidittititt. It culminatet
in_a_majorclass endeavor, with_ snidents constructing a "crawl-in bubble brain" made of
plastic sheeting _blown_ up_ by au electric fan:

_Since most children can relate:to the concept of "family"-, the brain is introduced_ as
a:family of three members named Cerebrum; Cerebellum; and Medulla: Each has spe-
cific ftincTions.

The ClaiS is divided into three groups named for the three members rif the family.
Among the activities associated with this:project-is a music exercise in which the three
groups of students are seated in separate circles. When each fathily group is announced,
students in that group rise-and dance.

Culmination-of the_project_ comes_ two and_ a half weeks into the _unit, when students
build_ the plastic "bubble brain:" Eight childrenat atime can enter_the bubble: They_use
permanent:magic markers to draw:"convolutions" and color them in when thebubble is
blown up. Pictures and labls naming andshowing activities of specific parts of the brain
are -drawn and pasted at appropriate locations in:the bubble.

The completed project betomes the focal point of class activities_ for approximately
three months. It is used for reading, quiet time, creative writing and discussion.

STUDENTS

This project is administered to kindergarten children of mixed performance levels. All
children are expected to participate actively.

STAFF

This project was developed and administered by Vicki Phyllis Ehrenzweig, a science
terwher_at_thelf,-.T. Murphy School_inStamford. Eileen Cooper, facilitator for the Gifted
Students program; helped with the construction of the brain. However, the project can
be implemented without additional staff support.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

This project can be conducted in any classroom. All that is necessary for construction
of the "brain" is a large electric fan, plastic sheeting, strong tape, and permanent magic
markers.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

A real calfs brain from a local butcher shop is brought in for students to view and
locate parts. No other outside resources are needed.

OVERALL VALUE

Children are able to "see" how the body functions. They actually become part of the
brain.

Ehrenzweig says that students showed enthusiasm toward the project. It motivates
them to do individual research, contributes to a feeling of accomplishment, and helps
increase studentsi self esteemand attention span. Curriculum organization is strength-
ened by uniting and combining many areas into one unit.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

6

Vicki Ehrenzweig
K.T Mut* School
19 Horton Street
Stamfori, CT 06902
(203) 358-4516
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From Tut to Technology:
An Ancient Egyptian Museum

Students eitperience an ancient civilization by becoming_artists andarchitects, docents
and curators of their own Egyptian museum in this program; After studying ancient
Egypt and pursuing independent research, students build a museum including a sar-
cophagus, replica of Egyptian fairtilands, Vralk-through pyramids, jewelry, weapons and
more,__Students reproduce hieroglyphics and write a computer program to spell in that
ancientwriting_systent.
_ Upon completion; students invite other grades (K-6) to visit their othibition. After
preparing speeches and written explanations-,_ students; dressed_in _Egyptian clothing,
serve as docents. The tour is videotaped and shown to parents after school.

The program consists of a unit outline, audiovisuals and a student-created computer
prop-att.

STUDENTS

Forty-four students in two 6th grade classes participate directly in the program; while
the entire student bridy participates indirectly Students at all ability levels, including
mainstreametl_special education students, actively participate. The prograrri haS been
successfully implemented with twenty students and could be done just as comfortably
with four classes.

STA.FF

Pamela Lavender and Susan Shaff-Shafton clesignedthis_prograrn _for middle school
students at the StillwaterSchool in Stamford; The protect can be implemented withvary-
ing levers of support. The first year, one :teacher and: her:class worked on the project
Currently, two staff members and their classes organize the project, with help from a
computer specialist, art supervisor, art teachers and building achninistrators.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Although a double, team-teaching room is currently being used, the project can be
done in one classroom. Useful materials include art supplies, library materials, com-
puters and miscellaneous items from home.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Although_outside resources are not Imperative, they do enliance the protectSome in-
clude the public library; guest speakers, trips to an museums and parental support.

OVERALL VALUE

Students_arall ability levels experience success and receive recognition for their ac-
complishments; Through active group work; students develop leadership skills, ac-
knowledge individual strengths and weaknesses and xcept responsibility for completing
task.S.

Students refine their research, planning and organizational skills, as well as gain an
understanding of ancient cultures and the commonalities of civilizations.

In the words of developer lavender, "Students' knowledge as measured by unit tests
surpasses knowledge_ gained from traditional units. This shows that students were en:
thusiastic about the project."

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Pamela Lavender, Susan Shaff-Shafton
School

800 Still*Atei Road
Stamford, CT 06902
(203) 358-4507

Parnela Lavender and
Susan Shaff-Shafton



y Dose of Poet
e

_Daily readings of poetry are featured in this program. The readings are supplemented
with guest poets, puppets, recordings and illustrations.

Each day ten to fifteen minutes are set aside for poetry reading. At the end of each
reading, the leader for the day chooses his or her favorite. This:poem is read by the
teacher. Time is provided for illustrating the poem of the week. The illustrated poems
are exhibited on_the_bulletin ball-dim all to enjoy

Each child records his or her favorite poem; Local poets are invited to read their work
to the class._In addition, recordings of readings by famous poets are played. Billie Kapp,
developer_of the program,_says, "Children look korward to their poetry time and expect
it daily. Often children bring poetry h5oks from home or our local library"

STUDENTS

This program haS been used for diree years in grades K and 1 at the Coventry Gram-
mar School. Students at ail ability levels participate. The program is self-corr-ined and
can be geared to any grade level.

STAF F

: The program was developed by Billie Kapp, an elementary educator at the Coventry
Grammar School. The program influences all the teachers and children who stop to read
the poems and enjoy the illustrations posted on the bulletin board in the corridor.

MATERIAL AND FACILITIES Billie Kapp

_Nospecial materials_other _than _poetry_ books, _blank _tapes andlibrary tapes are
needed: A bulletin board that can be devoted to this project is a big plus;

OVERALL VALUE

Listening to poetry of all_ types opens_a new world of expre sion to children. It enlarges
their vocabularies and ,!nables them ó malce visual images. Memory skills are sharpened
and creative expression flourishes.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Billie M. Kapp
Covemty Grammar School
Main Street
Coventry, CT 06238
(203) 742-7313



Peer Tutoring

The tutoring of peers program is the result _of one teacher's desire to tap an- unused
resource within the walls of Trumbull High School-. Academically talentedstudent vol-
unteers are invited to share study skills_, techniques and strategies with less able peers:
The objective is to raise the level of performance in all Major subjects.

"Peer- Tutoring" has poasibilitieS in Math, Science, Social Studies, _foreign languages
andlanguage -afts _curriculums. In the program, studentt analyze their own learning
styles and study habits toassess strengthsand weaknesks. The goal is fot St-Wend to
achieve higher grades. Another advantage of the program is that students being tutoted
often develop a bitter self-image and positive attitude toward studying and learning. Tu-
tors acquire increased sensitivity to other's needs, as well as an increase in patience and
understanding.

STUDENTS

In the spring, teachers of 10th arid llth grade honor Classes areasked to submit names
of students who might be gdod canclidatts tb Work ai rums. Those students recom,
mended are contacted and recruited on a Voluntary baSis. The program began in 1984
with eight tutors. Participation g ..w to 90 volunteers the following year.

STAFF

Jane Hammer, coordinator Or the prOgram, is a reading consultant at Trumbull High
School iwith 20 years of of teaching experience. me triordinator acts as facilitator
malcing_ connections for students who request tutors with those aVailable during a par-
ticular period. Thecoordmator alsonsists tutors with study skills rechnitidet and stiat:
egies, counsels students and tutors as problems arise, and supervises the progress of the
sessions. The administration; staff and community have been both supportive and
responsive.

Although_the coordinator's job can be time Consuming, it is possible to have a peer
tutoring program without hiring additional staff

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Tutors and snidents meet in the media center. No special facilities are required,: just
constant supervision. A copier is essential. Use of a personal computer has simplified the
process_ with printouts of alphabetited lists of nitorg, perio-clt available, and subjects in
which student tutors are available. Recognition certificates ate preknted it ari encr-bf:
year reception; and video taping of_ this event is available. The book "Develop?: a Stic=
artful Tutoring Program" by Patricia Koskinen & Robert Wilson is helpful.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required, but the Hillandale Country Club of Trumbull did donate refresh-
ments for the reception given in honor of the peer tutors.

OVERALL VALUE

"Linking teams of students in collaboratiVe learning Situations has proven to be one
of the most effective ways to not only utiproVe a Student'S academic performance but also
to promote empathy_for andunderstanding of others," aid Hartunet Positive feedback
from students; teachers; parents and administrators indicates that benefits abound for all
involved. The number of tutors has more than tripled since the program's inception, and
students: academic performances have imprOVed significantly

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Jane Hammer
Trumbull High School
72 Strobel Road
Trumbull, CT 06611
(203) 452-5108

Jane Hammer
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_''Good Morning Mtcotv" .employs_ research on Soviet culture and _kripts written by
students to produce a one hour television news_show modeled afterABC's!!Good_Morn-
ing America:" Instruction on Russian and Soviet history literature and culture highlight
the program.

Teams of students select specific areas for-research. They then:develop ten questions
that they would-like to-cover. Instruction and individual research in the classroom or the
library help build English and SOcial Studies skills.

When the research is complete, a media specialist advi,...s students-on proper scripting
techniques for the television medium. Student_ teams_cre .te theirvideo segments_byde-
cid ing. on_ formats ;_ writing scripts; and practicing ti presentations:_ Finally, segments
are_videotaped and the:shows are shared with other classes; as well as with the general
public via cable network.

A complete curriculum guide; -including overview; objectives, activities, products, re-
sources,:and eValuative measures kir each discipline (English, social studies, reading, sci-
ence and math) is available.

STUDENTS

Forty students were involved in this ten-week project. The participating 7th grade,
high ability students had 80 minutes of social studies and English instruction five days
a week.

The ideal group for a project lila this is twenty to forty self-motivated; above average
students in junior or senior high school.

STAFF

English readier Jary Jibilian, along with other staff members at the Cloonan Middle
School in Stamiord; developed this interdisciplinary study of the_Soviet Union three yars
ago for a presentation at the Update Conference for gifted and talented students. The
unit's product; _"Giiod Morning Moscow;" was shown on cable television to schools and
the general public throughout Fairfield County in May 1985.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

For research purposes, a well stocked library is essential. Major texts for the project
include: The Russians by Hedrick Smith, Anthem by Ayn Rand; and Aninku Farm by
George Orwell.

Other writteninaterials are easily and inexpensively available from the Yale University
Outreach Program; as well as from the Soviet Mission in New York City. Video equip-
ment (camera, VCR, receiver) is necessary, and can be rented at minimal cOSt.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Students visited the Soviet Mission in New York, the Soviet SChool in Riverdale, New
York, and the Kainkin Book Store in New York City. Speakers wet planned for the
classes, free a charge, by Yale University. A media specialist, who instructed students
on scripting and presentation, was responsible for filming the show.

OVERALL VALUE

A friendly peace must be established between the USA and the USSR. This unit pro-
motes balanced judgments which will positively influence future decisions. Students
learn to independently and creatively conduct research in order to present_their findings
ma larger audience: The significance_of this subject and its dramatic product challenge
both teacher and student to achieve creative; influential expression which may help to
change the course of Amvican-Soviet relations.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Jary Sue Jibilian
Cloonan Middle School
11 West North Street
Stamford; CT 06902

13 (203) 358-4544

ary Sue Jibilian



Holiday Customs Around the Vbrld
Students study holiday customs around the world though reports, interviews, huoks,

speakers; _cooking, arts hand crafts; _music, dancer and media, presentations.
Many curriculum areas are integrated into this month long unit which builds inter-

national understanding and hope for peace.
Using library materials, community resources and parent volunteers, students inves-

tigate the country of their choice. Completed reports are compiled into a bnoklet.

STUDENTS

Parrs of the unit have been uSed with kindergarten classes, two third grade classes,
and many second grade classes of abOut 25 students. All classes contain mixed ability
levels. Average, gifted, and slower learners find opportunities to shine through the wide
variety of activities. The project is adaptable to all elementary and special education
classes:

STAFF

Jeanne Kolar and Rosemary Pahl, are co=developers of this program. They've had en-
thusiastic support from the administration, parents, teachers, and community members,
but note that the project can he implemented without any additional support.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

No special equipmenris necessary for thisproject, although library resources, a record
player; and a filmstrip projector would be helpful:

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Field trips to the Wadsworth Atheneum's_Festival of Trees, the-Mark Twain House,
or The Center for the Arts in Westerly, RI: add to the project; but are not required.

OVERALL VALUE

Students in this program take a look at the roots_of winter celebrations around the
world. The project helps build an: awareness and appreciation of loving; sharing; and
understanding the fundathentals of any holiday celebration.

As a remilt of the projecti language arts skills and attitudes toward school have im-
proved. Also, students show an incteated appreciation, understanding, and respect for
other people in class, the community, the nation and the world.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Jeanne Kolar
WilInt-Seely School
SeelySchool Drive
Groton;:cr 06340
(203) 445-5853

Rosemary Pahl
tiebiron Avenue School
Hebron Avenue
Glastonbury, CT 06033
(203) 633-5231

25
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Jeanne Kolar and Rosemary Pahl
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This program uses cooking to motivate students. USing recipes, students_ improve
their reading, math and spelling skills. For example, using the recipe "Cheesy Pretzels,
students work with ideas, anagrams, and tracing. Students discuss the recipes and par-
ticipate inNarious artiviries_ that reinforce academic and perceptual skills.

The culmination of these activities is the wtual preparation ot the recipe which will
reinforce all the skills previously tought.

STUDENTS

The project has been used for the past four years with first through_ sixth grade lan-
guage impaired and learning disailed students at the Oswegatchie School in Waterford.
Course material is adaptable to all grade levels and can easily be used in any regular class-
room situation.

STAFF

The program was deveknied by Michele_Collins, a special education teacher, and Lau-
ren_Brazicki, _a speech and language pathologist.

The school principal and teaching staff encouraged and supported this program.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Assorted cooking utensils and tools are necessary Also, an overhead projector is
portant hsson plans are available from the developer.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required, though field trips can enhance the curriculum. Various publica-
tions are available free of charge from the National Dairy Council and Ralston Purina.

OVERALL VALUE

Studenrs develop responsibility, become _mom enthusiastk, and develop the ability to
interact meaningfully with their peers asaresult ofthis program. It uses cooking in both
an educationally comprehensive and highly motivational way Through various cooking
activities, students become involved in a creative learning cicperience that is useful as well
as enjoyable.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 'alum Brazicki, Michelle Collins
Oswegatchie School
470 Boston Post Road
Waterford, CT 06385
(203) 4424331

Michele Colins and Lauren Brazicki



Mock PRiai: City of Thebes vs AntigonéMMIW
This project_ begins_ with studentsreading and discussing the play Antigone;_irt_the

version by Sophocles or by Anouilk Students are then given guidelines for presenting a
mock trial bised on the charges of treason that hive beni brought against Antigone.:

Students are asked to try her and draw lots to determine who world on the case for
the defense. Each team then decides the basis fbri its case, which witnesses each shoUld
create, what should be put into their affidavits (these become the facts upon which the
trial will- be based), and who should perform which roles._ Some students will be_wit-
nesses; others will_ be attorneys _who crossexamine witnesses brcught_ forth by the op-
posing team; others will prepare and present the opening and closing speeches-.

This project gives students:the opportunity:to assume filI responsibility for the entire
tika as _they_ incorporate critical thinking skills, writing skihs, and team work. The
teacher is only the facilitator beyond the initial stage.

STUDENTS

In the initial project; four claSSeS of twelth graders, ranging in size: from_ 16 to 26,
prepared -the mock trials. Size of the class had no .bearing on the quality of the work
because the smaller classes created fewer witnesses while -the larger classes created more.
Grade- level is nota deterrant._ Since students create the _char=tersand establish _the basis
fim their trial presentations_;_the_demands made upon students are commensurate with
their abilities and educational experiences:

STAFF

This program was developed by Jean EricIdon Gatimer, a teacher at_Ridgefield High
School. Any teacher can implement the projectfrom beginning toend,or teachers can
team together. For instance, English and Social Studies teachers could collaborate so that
students receive a grade in each subject.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

The trial can be held in a regular classroom, in the school auditorium or in the library.
There should be a classroom copy of the Sophocles or Anouilh play for initial reading.
Dittoed or mimeographed packets of mock trial rules arid the prepared aciidavits of the
teams' witnesses should be available to all students, regardless of roles, so that students
can help one another in team spirit:

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Guest attorneys may beinvited to help students write_ their direct and cross exami-
nation_questions; or a judge may be invited to preside over the trial. Classes may enjoy
visiting a courtroom while a trial is in session.

OVERALL VALUE

"Mock Trial: City of Thebes vs. Antigone" gives students an appreciation for the ad-
versary system of justice and an inquiring concern about the interaction of government,
law,and values.

The project appeals to students because they get the chance to create and then enact
the project. It appeals to the "hams" as well as the thinkers. Yet, all gain an experience
that teaches them about our system of justice, in a fun way.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Jean Gaumer
Ridgefield High Scha
700 North Salem &id
Ridgefield, CT 06877
(203) 438-3785
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Art in the Spanish Classroom
MEN=M1=11111121MY

This_ project expands the traditioral literature-based curriculum_ of the upper-level
language course and:gives students the opportunity to teach each other about Hispanic
artists and their-works.

Students are first intr6ducC.d to a new Spanish vocabulary of art terminology, Theiclass
is then divided into six groups. Each group prepares a discussion covering a prominent
Hispanic artist. Others in the class are encouraged to ask questions of the presenters.
After_all artists have _been preented, the teacher reviews them with students, who are
then tested on the material;

STUDENTS

This project was designed_for the fourth yeax_high_ school Spanish class, It has been
used successfully for six years. Class size averages between 15-25 students, who meet
daily for the whole school year. All students involved in the project completed three years
of Spanish with a C-average or beam

The project is easily adaptable to third or fifrh year Spanish students. It can also be
altered to fit the French or German curriculums.

STAFF

Susan Reiter developed this program at Haddam-Killingworth High School to ex-
pand the language curriculum to include art. She had assistance from the art and audio-
visual teachers_in preparing her slides. The library was also supportive in ordering art
books for students' researcIL

The administration and larguage department are both enthusiastic about the project
since it goes beyond:the required curriculum and encourages students to use the language
in a creative and informative way.

MATEIUALS AND FACILITIES

This project works well in any regular classroom. A slide projector and screen, re-
source bOoks, access to a photography room, and materials for preparing slides are help-
ful. A photography student might prepare the slides as an extra-credit project. Students
can also show art work from books using an opaque projector.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Staff from the art department are invited in to talk about Cubism, Surrealism, and
other types of Spanish art. A visit to an art gallery or museum which houses Hispanic
art is suggested:

OVERALL VALUE

"Art in the Spanish Classroom" offeraa new dimension to the traditional literature-
basedupperlevel Spardsh curriculum. It exposes students to art as an integral part of the
Hispanic culture:

: "Students see that there is more to Spanish than verbs and nouns," said Reiter. "They
find that they can discuss art easier than the stories they've read. Spanish becomes mort
than just a means of communkating ideas and information."

FOR MORE INFORMATION: &man Reiter
Haddam-Killingworth High School
Little City Road _

Higganurn, CT 06441
(203) 345-8567
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Open the Door to a New Wótld
Thisprogram takes: students thmugh a panoramic view of the twentieth centary_in

art. Slides, supported by lectures and a scavenger hunt, teach students 'bout the eight
art movements of the twentieth century

Each of the eight lessons includes a description of the movement's charactenstics arid
a slide lecture explains the artists and their work. A brief slide show is siven after every
two art movements; with_a_scavenger hunt at the Yale University Art Gallery bringing
the unit to a close: Working independently students find paintings for every movement
studied in class; listing the artist's name and tide of painting on their scavenger list:

A bibliography, eight one page study guides, and slide copies are available for teachers
interested in replicating this project.

STUDENTS

This project has been used kr three years as part of a one semester introductory art
course that meets five times a week over a period of four weeks. Participants range from
special education to honor students in grades nine through twelve. Class size ranges from
ten to eighteen.

STAFF

Developed_ by Margaret Kangley, an art teacher at Valley Regional High School in
Deep River, the project has enthusiastic support from parerits; the administration,-and
students. It can be implememented by any classroom teacher who has a basic knowledge
of twentieth century art history

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Each student needs a one-page study guide for each art movemeThissuide covers
characteristics of the movements and artists of the period. Teachers will need correspond-
ing slides.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Access to an art gallery with a twentieth century collection is a must. Kangley takes
her classes to the Yale University Art Gallery

OVERALL VALUE

A new world opens kr the students as they, for the first time, visit an art gallery with
an "informed point of view and an appreciation for the unique qualities of twentieth ten-
tury art. Students enjoy- dixovering the b-eauty of art in "real life", instead of learning
through classroom_ slides.

"Their o&vious delight in realizing that they can put their classroom learning to work
is immensely grafifying kr the teacher as well as the student;" Kngley says. "Even stu-
dents who first say they hate art discover a new world that they enjoy and understand."

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Margaret Katigley
WrItey Regional High School
Kelsey Hill Road
Deep River; CT 06424
(203) 526-5328

Margaret Kangley
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Substation Handbook
The _SubStation HandbcOk contains, a series of music lesson plans and activities for

grades kindergarten through five. The boOklet was designed for use by a non-music sub-
stitute teacher.

A sepatate area of the classroom is designated the "SUBSTATION", where all ma-
terials; lesson plans, and other pertinent information can be fOund. The handbook con-
tains over forty activities for each grade level.

STUDENTS

_This hamdbook_ has been used since September 1985_ in grades K-5_at the Northeast
khc01 in Rockville. The frequency of usage depends on the number of abscnces of the
music teacher.

This project is appropriate at any ability level. Class sizes range from seventeen to
:wenty-seven. The handl5ook format makes adaptation at the secondary level simple.

STAFF

The project was developed _by Carol Baldwin. It is well received by the school admin-
stration. The handbook can be implemented without assistance or staff support.

dATERIALS AND FACILITIES

The handb-cok is designed to use existing materials and facilities The "SUBSTA-
'ION" can be set up in the corner of the music room, or if no music room is available,
shelving unit in any toom_canbe used.
The simplicity in implementing this project depends on the individual school's re-

mixes a.nd the music teacher's willingness to expend the necessary energies to prepare
he station.

)UTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required.

WERALL VALUE

The lessons in "The Substation Handbook" reinforceprior instruction on beats; tern-
os, dynamics, and batic movement, as well as strengthen listening skills and creative
aovement. They provide musical enrichthent activities for the children, incentive for the
on-music-teacher; and variety in lessons to be taught.

Being able to offerthis texhing tool strengthens the music staff's commitment to pro-
iding quality education; even in ateacher's absence. The project helps eliminate a void
hat occurs when no music substitute can be found.

OR MORE INFORMATION: Catol Baldwin
Northiast School
East Street
Rockville, CT 06066
(203) 875-5751
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Bored? No Way! I Can Amuse Myself by
Turning Trash into Treasures.

"Bored? No way!" shows children that there is more to trash than meets the eye. Dur-
ing atwelve lesson recycling unit, students baast their creativity and self motivation by
learning that everyday trash can 1* turned into treasures. Recycling is introduced as a
possible new leisure time activity A sampling of products made from trash includes re-
frigerator magnets, pin cushions, coin pouches, bird feeders, catch games, and many
moreAs children begin constructing their masterpieces, the possibilities become
endless:

STUDENTS

_ Yearly; over 600 students participate in the Griswold Elementary Home_ Economics
program. The recycling unithas wmked successfully with students of all ability levek
in grades one through five. Clissii meet once a week grades 1-3 for 35 minutes of
instruction, grades 4 and 5 for 4C minutes.

SaysiSusan Hall, coordinator of the project, "'Smaller groups are ideal for _this pro-
gram. I have found that larger groups tend ta require more time to complete their proj-
ects. Individualized treatment motivates students; because they feel I am more interested
in what they are creating:"

STAFF

Susan& Hall; home economics teacher, Griswold Elementary School; is developer and
implementor of "Bored? No wayr The program was put together as part of her elemen-
tary Home:Economics curriculum, and has the fidl support of the schaol administration.
Junior High student volunteers assisted Hall with preparation and classroom duties. Par-
ents and fost2r grandparents can also he useful.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Classes are held in a large classroom with plenty of storage space and countertops. This
type of area is ideal, but not required. Any regular classroom or tabled area can be
adapted to the needs of the unit. Outside of regular classroom supplies, the only addi-
tional tools necessary are a pair of utility shears and a hot glue gun:

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Most _tithe materials used in this unit are provided byprenLs and local companies..
Parents andstudents are asked to save any materialsthey feel may be recycled. Idea books
are obtained from the school library_ and the students. A request for materials coUid also
be placed in the school newspaper, but Hall says that word ot mouth seems to generate
enough materials.

OVERALL VALUE

The challenge of "Bored? No Way" is to stirrailate interest in students to recycle un-
usual materials otherwise regarded as trash. Students learn self:motivation and are
athated at what they can I-hake in a fun learning activity Hall says an indication of the
success of "Bored? No woy?" is that students continue to makeiprojects at_ home.

This projectfosters_an increase in students!_ability to follaw written_and verbal direc-
tions;_to develop _related vocabulary and to learn and practice time management skills.
A number of students: haveimentioned that they even use ideas from the program to en-
tertain youngsters while 1Taby-sitting.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Susan Hall
Gristad Etententaty School
Slater Avenue
Jewett City, CT 06351
(203) 376-4431
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Brithe Across Generations: An Interview Project
.F.O.MiMairEMMEE116751020:1ZZINCallidiattii13410611;jAZTItZ2MIVR44,;.W.t:MWZ.7 ric`7-

This project_attempts ICI bridge_the generation gapand permits adolescents to vical-
iously experience growing up in another era. After studying:various accounts of growing
up in other time reriods in literature, such as those described in To Kill a Mockingbird
and -All/he Years cf Hir Life.- students are given an interview packet with suggested ques-
tions which friCus on the childhood experiences of the person they will be interviewing.

_After interviewing the subject, who should be at least fifty yearsof age, students must
organize their notes into a written format with an introduction and conclusion. Students
are also encouraged to obtain photographs and other artifacts that they can share with
the class in their oral presentations:

STUDENTS

Every year, all students in Donna Whitharn's ninth grade English classes at Old_Say-
brook High School completethis project. All achievement levels participate: Students
meetdailyforforty minutes or four days per week fcw fifty minutes, taking about three
weeks to finish the project.

_ During class time, various skills are examined to help sruder.ts complete their inter-
views successfUlly. For example, the class studies vriting in dialogue form, and conducts
practice interviews. Additionally, students read samples of fiction ard non-fiction that
emphasize the themes of growing up and the generation gap.

STAFF

Donna Whitham is fkilitatot cithis pioject. It was developed; she notes; after stu-
dents expressed concern about the generation gap between themselves and many of their
elders:

Some students expressed reluctance at having to talk to "old people." Conversations
were impossible, according to students, because they have nothing in common.

The project_ has proved !uccessfUil since students have reported that their relationships
with subjects like their grandparents have improved.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

This ass;gnment requires very little other than access to a copy machine to duplicate
instructions and sample questions. Some students use rape recorders; but they are not
required.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Field trips could be scheduled to plays that highlight the generation gap experience.
However, the prirnitry outside resource lies in the senior citizenry of the town. Some stu-
dents completed their project by visiting a local convalescent home and talking to pa-
tients there. Students expressed surprise at how much they enjoyed the experience.

OVERALL VALUE

This projectliterally bridges the generation gap. Students who do not usually talk to
elderly people find themselves not only talking but learning as well. Everyone has stories
about growing up, and students find that those same people with whom they said they
had nothing in common actually do have similar experiences to share.

As students develop their note taking, questioning, listening, organizing and reviAcii
skills, they also become closer to the relatives _they interview, and open their eyes to tilt.
unusual circumstances of being a teenager in another time:

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Donna Whitharn _

Old Saybrook High School
1111 Boston -PoSt Road
Old Saybrook, CT 06475
(203) 388-4601
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Anne Frank

Ih teaditig the_play "Thi Dia ty qf Anne Frank," smdents begin to recognize he-mag-
tutu& of the Holocaust. Once they haVe a background on World War II, they research
and create a character from that era and role play that character IR class.

Each character must have a aame, age, nationality, status_ and place of residence. As
students_read Anne_Frank's diary, they keep their own journals and record their rroiuil
feelings about the. tmit: _

Simultanmusly, in Social Studies; students learn about_Wor!..-1 War 11.-Theunit is si.n=
plemented_ bY _videos ThWall, The Wave, Blood and Honor, The_Diary_of Anne
Ft-ai.114, arid Night and Fog. The unit includes a complete bibliography of relatedtexts,
plus a fiteen;day lesson plan.

STUDENTS

The program has been used for the past four years in the eighth gr-de at Chalk Hill
Middle SchooLIttakes fourweeks to complete, with classes meeting five times a week,
45 minutes in Social Studies and 45 minutes in Reading. All ability levels will benefit.

STAFF

The Anne Frank unit_was_cleveloped.byLauren Cass, Bill Bosch and John Phu-6k. It
wa r. i_eveloped_as an interdepartmental unit. covering English,. Social Studies arid, Read=
mg. 1.zuren CaSS has demonstrated the project at the_National _Councit_of Teachers of
Ehgtwi, the_Naticirial Conference on Social Studies, and the 1985 Institute for Teaching
and Learning.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Each student needs a copy of "The Diary of Anne Frank." Teachers need a copy of the
State. tkpartment Human Rights manual, "Human Rights: The Striggle for Freedom, Dig-
nity, and Equality"

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

_Understanding is deepened by a visitor who survived the HoloCaust. Eve SoUmeral
spoke to Cass's class about her ordeal.

OVERALL VALUE

Human rights education emphasizes that dignity is an inalienable r.,:ht of every hu-
man being. By creating a char=er_from the World War II era and then role-playing that
character, students begin to understand the philosophical, economic and political con=
did-tins that have historically led to human rights violations. By reading "The Diary of
Anne Frank". students recognize the human side of war.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Lauren Cass
Chalk Hill Noddle School
345 Fan Hill Road
Monroe, CT 06468
(203) 261-2539

Lauren Cass

_
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Cover AuthOrs

This project was designed to help students become more interested in reading and to
make the library a more attractive place, In addition, by becoming cover au-
diors,students' self esteem grew as they saw their work become a permanent part of the
library's collection.

Students choose an old txx:ik that they want to save. The teacher helps them cover the
book with colored_art_ paper, then_the students provide an illustration to go along-with
the title: Once the design has been approved by the teacher, it is either laminated or
covered with a library protective jacket. At the completion of the project, books are re-
turned to the library and re-shelved in the proper sections.

ST1JDENTS

Approximately forty students in grades two through five participated in this pro-
gram. Once students start _the project, they can continue on their own; it does not re-
quire a great deal of cliss time_ or teacher direction.

:The project can be adapted to various grades and to students at different levels of
ichievement. Group size may vary.

STAFF

Celeste Gavin developed the-idea for this program. She had the support of the_
as-well as _well as_ other_staffirnembers at the schooL A teacher can successfully im-

plement the project with the help of the school librarian:

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Classroom facilitiesare sufficient, and all that's needed are old library books, paper,
:olored pencils, and laminating paper or library protective sheen.

XJTSIDE RE&OURCES

None required;

3VERALL VALUE

With this project; reading and:writing skillsias.well as: library reference skills, are
leveloped. It loiters an interest in bdoks and reading, igets students invohred in sharing
with others and fotters the notion of treating botikS with care.

Teachers simply have to get their students interested in the project. Students take it
'tom there. They fed a sense of pride and ownership in their school library that they have
icver felt before;

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Celeste Gavin
Flisndeti Ekmentaty School
Boston Frost Road
East Lyme, CT 06333
(203) 739-8475
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A Tithe of Gieittle88

This is aseventh grade language arts _unit that teathespre- and early adolescents the
Characteristics of a "herti," theirnplications of having heroes in_society and the influences
of heroes on human behavior. Through the Useofa literature c.ext; newspapers, xing lyr-
ics and discussions, students soon create a working definition ofa hero:

The project begins when students are aSked "What is a hero?" Their personal defl-
nitiorz are discussed. This is followed by reading i"A Galkiy Heine from their text,
Projections in Literature; A class definition of the ch-..:itterittita Of a hero is then
tormUlated.

Students gather more information about "the heru insociety" by reading shortstotiet,
plays and poems such as "The:Companion" by Yevgeny Yevtusheriloa, Biographies and au-
tobiographies are41,So iiSed. NeWS articles Which depict heroes according to the class def-
inition are brought into clits for discussion.

Theproject culminates when students ate aSked to_sVrite about why they believe a hero
of their choice is admired: Students are also expected to explain how people imitate this
hero.

STUDENTS

"A Time of Greatness" : has_ been used for the past two years with seventh graders of
average to above average intelligence at the Fkmd Intermediate School in Stratford,_The
class meets five times a week kr 45=minuteS. The project can be successfully transferred
to smaller groups of no less than three. It cari also easily be adapted to other grade levels.

141ANM:.,

STAFF Richard

Richard Hampton is the facilitator of this prograrn. He developed it in conjunction
with_the recommended readings in his curriculum. The unit is implemented by a lan-
guage arts teacher and needs no additional support.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Each student needs a literature textkiok, a dictionary, notebook paper and access to
daily newspapers.__A record orcassette player is needed in the classroom. Although thiS
project was presented in a classroom atmosphere; students can accomplish similiar re-
Sults in a library environment.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Although none are required, guest speakers and field trips to museums and public
libraries can suppler:lent the project.

OVERALL VALUE

In this age of turmoil and cult followings, pre- and early adolescents need an oppor-
tunity to look up to someone for guidance. Through excellent models, students have the
opportunity to gain increased self-awareness.

FOR MORr INFORMATION: Richard Hampton
Flod intermediate School
490 Chapel Street
Stratbrd; CT 06497
(203) 385-4280



An Invitation to the Banquet of the Gods
111111111M1=11=6. 4M1111Will

Greek Gods and Goddesses come_alive and Olympus reigns once again as students
Make their way through the pages of the classical myths developing and refining com-
prehension and writins skillS.

--Banquet of the GOdt" is an eight week unit which emphaSizes language arts and
builds skills which focps on the higher levels of critical and creative thinking. It en-
courages students to_apply and assimilate their knowledge.

The _dims produces their own book of_mytholog34 _and celebrates their_study _with a
dramatic Banquet of the Gods, where each student comes dressed as one of the gods or
goddesses.

STUDENTS

: This program has been used for the past two years with higher level sixth grade stu-
dents, lio*Iver, with a kW minor adaptations, average sixth graders can perform suc-
cessfiilly._ Ideal claSS size is 20-25 students, since most activities work better with smaller
groups. Since most language arts cla.tiset meet daily, the continuity of the unit is kept
intact and activities are easily managed. Lharzt-

AT.4
STAFF

While the myths themselves are readily available to all, the particular myths and ac-
tivities PA-sociated with this project were designed by Mary Marrandino, an intermediate
teacher at West Woods School in Hamden.

MAO Aohrrindino
MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Multi=copies of a vaiiety _of mythological books_are a IT11,5t: In addition, filmstrips and
cassette tapes; as :well as prints and posters should supplement_ classroom materials:
Teacher prepared:flowcharts and worksheets which focus on individual skills can be ad-
justed to the level of the group being worked with.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

LoCil art galleries and museums such as the Yale Art Gallery are valuable resources;

OVERALL VALUE

: For eight weeks the students_were Olympians and the classroom was Olympus: Stu-
dents read the stories, klt the lives, and viewed the impact on art, literature, music,
vocabUlary and advertising of Greek civilization.
: And through it all, the_class addresSed skills, often taught in isolation, bur more eas-

ily remembered when taught in conjunction with a high interest area.

FCR MORE INFORMATION: Mary Marrandino
West Woods Srboul_

350 West Todd Road
Harrideni: CT 06518
(203) 248=3221
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Students select familiar topicS and present an Oral tegcitt to the elaSS. It itiakeS speak-
ing- ofasroup less of a frightening experience.

.The project _centers_ around_successfully_preparing; then presentins an_ organized
group of thoughts: Rather than having assigned topics with which students first must
faMiliarize themselves; students choose topics with which they are comfortable._

So; a student whOlikeS fiShing may demonstrate tlycasting, while a student who loves
to dance may show the Class baSic ballet positions.

STUDENTS

This assignment has become part of the public speaking curriculum at Ledyard High
School. Students in grades 9-12 participate for one semester, meeting four times per
week. There are approximately twelve students in every class.

The lesson may be adapted by any teazher who wants to eliminate the fear that many
students have about speaking in front of groups.

S'IAFF

This unit was developed by Charles Ewers as on t. of nine_ formal speech presentations
included in the pvblic speaking elective that he teaches. He has full support from the
principal and staff.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

A classroom is n&eded for the presentations. Some students may even wish to give Charles Ewers
their presentations out-of:doors.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

On occasion, the teacher may have to guide students in borrowing supplemental ma-
terial or acquiring permission to use another area of the school for their demonstrations.

OVERALL VALUE

Psychologists have noted that giving_ an oral report is often the most difficult tisk for
students. The success of this lesson is based on the fact that it gives student speakers
firmer ground_on which to base their presentations.

"As a teacher, l_wantmystudents to feel confident _when they speak in front of others,''
said Ewers. "When students speak from experience; they speak with confidence and
conviction.

There are two obvious benefits to the program. First, the audience is interested. The
speaker's enthusiasm for his subject is contagious and the variety of topics is as numerous
as the number of speakers.

SeCond, each student gets to view the class from the teacher's shoes. They draw:up
lesson plans, devise the best methods for conveying information to the:class, see that
there are ample supplies_and evaluate whether the class comprehends the lesson. Such an
understanding of a teacher's role benefits students by making them more aware of the
dynamics of the classroom.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Charles Ewers
Ledyard High School
24 Gallup Hill Road
Ledyard, CT 006339
(203) 464-9600
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This course is a skilLs-onented program that exposes students to reading and study
strategies that are valuable toolS of lemming in a college environment.

Students receive a textbook written by the instructor that is specifically designed for
this course. The project begins with a diagnostic reading and study skills survey to de-
termine ability_ levels, followed bya _two-week lesson in improving reading ability. Stu-
dents receive_training in eye movement; rotations and perceptual_skills_needed to
improve their reading rates. Students are tested weekly fOr reading rate and
comprehension.

The vocabulary improvement segment teaches the use of affixes, context clues alid
connotation in determining meaning. The course then shifts to study skills,_w_liere_stu-
dents are tausht textbOok reading techniques, listening skillsand note-taking strategies
for lectures. They are ALSO gwen helpful test-taking strategies for the S. A. T. The segment
cuhninates with a lesson in students learning styles, using the Gregonc Style Dilineator.

The remainder of the program is made op of two parts: How to read Expository Ma-
terial; and How to Read Fiction.

STUDENTS

The1 program is designed for average and above average high school iuniors and sen-
iors. Class size ranges from 15 to 25 students who meet every day for 48 minutes for an
entire semester.

STAFF

Michael Gudaitis developed this program as an addition to the English curriculum at
Avon High School. The project is supported by students, staff, administrators, and par-
ents. It can be implemented without additional support.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

The program can be conducted in any classroom. Equipment needed includes: tape
recorder and cassettes, filmstrip projector, copy machine, stop watch and tachistoscope.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Former students who are now attending college are valuable as guest speakers.

OVERALL VALUE

Some schools have mini-courses in either speed teading or study skills. These courses
are good inHconcepts, but do-not fully prepare students for many of the techniques in-
volved in_establishing successful_ reading-habits in most wademic areas,
_ "This course is a yery populax English elective," said_Gudaitis. "Students-take it and
see that their S.A.1. :.,cores have improved and realize that their_study skills have been
enhanced. Students who have gone on to college haVe come back expressing gratitude
toward the program."

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Mithael Guthitis
Avon High &hoot
510 _West Avon Road
Avon, CT 06001-2519
(203) 673-2551
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The w*ar Storybook
Students collect, edit and illustrate stories in this program which develops expressive

and organizational skills.
At least one story is expected from each child for eath monthof the school year Stories

are _mounted, bound, and covered to provide students with their own individual
booklets.

Students gain sequencing and readine skills, as well as confidence and an outlet to
vent their emotions.

STUDENTS

Over the past six years, several kindergarten classes have participated in the program.
Ideal class size is twenty students or less, but that number is flexible. Activities are suit-
able for all ability levels.

STAFF

The project was developed by Shirley Coe at the _Melissa Jones School in Guilford. It
is a modification of the language experience approach_ tbreading

The technique, as well as students sarnpleE were demonstrated by Coe at the Early
Childhobd Educational Council workshop in Bridgeport and presented to a graduate
class at Central Connecticut State University

Because of the number of children and the limited time in kindergarten, a volunteer
may be needed to record stories.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

A quiet corner of a classroom is perfect for the program. Students will also need ma=
terials to make their booklets. Use of a computer saves time and enhances interest.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Field trips and other classroom activities are recommended

OVEILkLL VALUE

The All Year Long Storybook is ideal for young children because of the provision for
developmental needs;_intellectual _differences, and_ individual interests. A teacher will
have a record of ewhstudent's languagedevelopmenr through the year. This becomes a
vital tool in the assessment of progress and placement

Students enjoythe opportunity to e7press themselves in private conversation with an
adUlt. "It is exciting to watch as the child makes corrections in grammar and sorts out
the real from the inake-believe," Coe said. "The Ultimate excitement is when students
discover that they can also read the stories!"

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Shirley Coe
Melissa Jones School

Long_Hill Road: -

Guillordiia :06437
(203) 457-0773
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Rainbows to Writing
This program consists ofdailyprktice;_weekly_scories and _monthly celebrations which

encounigestudents' writing: A calender for the month is set up with a story-starter for
each school day. Students daily expand these into stories for the class.

Each morning, an informal conkrence with the teacher is held, stories are critiqued
and suggestions are offered for content and clarity Each Friday students select their fa7
vorite stories, which are then sent home to be proofread and copied. Parents are notified
and assigned joint responsibility in the editing process. On Monday, the publishable
forms are returned and displayed.

Extended classmom activities include several rainbow making projects. The festive
atmosphere_continues with end of_the month parties, where students present theirla-
vorite stories followed by refreshments of rainbow gelatin, pudding-on-a-cloud and sky
cookies Made by the classes.

STUDENTS

The program was developed for a second grade language arts class at the Ruth L. Chaf-
ElementarySchool in Newington. Daily assignments are completed and evaluated

according to individual ability
Group size really makes no difference. The project is easily adaptable to other grade

STAFF

Verne-Marie Kozak and Nancy Helberg-Srnietana developed the project as part of the
language arts/creative writing curriculum,__It_has. beenimplementedwith thelielp of pat-
ents_whawork with the students on weekend homework assignments: The project does
not require any additional staff.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Each student is given a copy of the calendar made for the month, Each day details the
start of the first sentence for the story Students collect their work in a special folder,
which they use to carry their homework bkk and forth.

Cafeteria facilities are used for making refreshments at the end of the month.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Parents are informed by classroom newsletters of the project and the role they are re-
quested to play. Parents become partners in the student's publishable creations.

OVERALL VALUE

Through daily writing activities, scudent's attitudes toward the writing process im-
prove, as do the skills involved in that process. Brief, daily conferences allow feedback
which_encourages positive attitudes and continued progress in_ writtenwork,_ Parenml
involvement helps extend the use of writing out of the academic realm into a needed skill
in everyday fife.

Parties held at:the end:of the month are arenas to highlight accomplishments by pres-
entations of favorite publications. Refreshments Made by students are shared with class-
mates, parents and administrators. Enthusiasm and eagerness for the next month'S
writing celebration are highly visible.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Verne-Marie Kozak, Nancy Helberg-Smietana
Ruth L. Chaffee Elementary School
160 Superior Axenue_
Newington; CT 06111
(203) 666=4687

Nancy Helberg-Smietana and
Vern-Marie Kozak



Computer Graphics/Creative riting Project
Thi& project combine& English composition with art;:using the computer as a moti-

vational tool. This interdisciplinary approach improves both the writing_ and_art skills
of students while providing them with "hands-on" computer experience. Forming a link
between art and English,_ the program stresses composition and poetry for students and
reinforces their creative thought processes.

Students are given introductory_lesson& and demonstrations on the use of the computer
and the Koala Pad; a computer graphics tool; Instruction is followed by supervised
hands-oniexercises.iOnce these are mastered, students begin working on their drawings;
which will eventually generate an idea for a composition or a poem. All work is saved on
disks for future use.

STUDENTS

The project is now in its second year. In the pilot year, approi rnately 40:fifth ib
eighth grade students participated. Most were below average, had behavior problems, or
were truants.

Since the project _is not part of the regular_curriculum, students are scheduled for one
40 minute period per week, "The same student s. who wereift coming toschool now get
there before me in the morning,7 Joan Flasko; co-developer of the program said; "and I
have to kick them out_at the end of the day. Tney really enjoy this::

With simplified software programs; the project can be adapted for students as young
as the second grade, Larger groups can be accommodated by having two or three students
work on assignments together.

STAFF

The project was conceived and developed by Marilyn Smith, art teacher, and Joan
Flasko, English teacher at the Roosevelt School in Bridgeport. They have jointly devel-
oped wall charts, hand-outs, and a color-coded disk catalog so that students can work
independently during regularlyscheduled classes.

Both teachers learned to operate computers on their own and have been using them
in their classrooms forithe past few years. They have also presented workshops to other
teachers and have developed a bibliography of various software programs.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

This project is classroom-based. To successfully implement, teachers will need com-
puter (s) and a printer; software; blank disks; explanatory wall charts and handouts with
exercises. A computer graphics device and a color monitor will enhance student's work,
but neither are required.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Schools without computers or printers may have parent groups or local businesses will-
ing to purchase or loan them to the school.

OVERALL VALUE

"The only was to learn is to write," Flasko said. "This project takes regular learning
and_turns it into a fun_ experience."_Because corrections are made on the computer, stu-
dents no longer mind editing and re,editing. With each work.;_their writing_improves.

Students are eager to show oft-their printed work to family and friends. Those involved
in the project last year even had their works on display at the public library.

More important though, is the fact that since students need the approval of all of their
teachers to continue their participation, their behavior and schoolwork improve in all
subject areas.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Marilyn Smith, Joan Flasko
Roosevelt School
680 Park Avenue
Bridgeport; CT 06604
(203) 576-8032 4 4

oan Flasko and Marilyn Smith
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Mass Media in the 20th Century
Through the use ofwide sariety of materials anclartivities students_ familiarizethem-

selves with the development, functions, and impact of the major forms of mass media in
Arnerica today. No_ textbbok is required. The project curriculum includes specific and
recommended readings, a variety of discussion topics, and several independent "hands-
on" projects from which students can learn while enjoying themselves.

STUDENTS

This unit hat been used successfully with English and Language Arts students in the
eleventh and twelth grades at Ledyard Senior High School. Ability levels range from ay=
erage to above average.

STAFF

Lance Rockefeller developed this program to expand the st,.ndard curriculum studies
of contemporary fiction; vocabulary, and writing skills. The unit iieeds no_ further staff,
although enrichmerr of the program would be possible with guest speakers:

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

The project requires no textbook, although a text can be used in conjunction with
some of the activities. In the past, some assignments have involved the use of Fletcher
Littel's book Coping with Television (McDougal, Littel, and Co., 1973.) Most materials
are taken from newspapers, magazines, television and radio broadcasts. This approach
guarantees that materials are up-to-date.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Although none are needed, field trips and guest speakers will enhance students un-
derstanding of the concepts.

OVERALL VALUE

Since this project deals with "real-world" uses of language, it has proven successful
at actively involving the "passive learner" in class discussions and activities.

Students develop the ability to recognize-biases and propaganda in written and elec-
tronic media _and gainan awareness_of the technological developmentof the electronic
media; They also develop an understanding of demographic studies; rating systems; and
theirimpacts on programming.

"This project is a slight digression from the_ more forrnal,typical English style," said
Rockefeller. "Students really get involved, and do not feel like they have just been as=
signed busy work.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
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Lance Rockefeller
Letlyard Senior _High School
24 Gallup Hill Road
Ledyard, CT 06839
(203) 464-9600

4 5

Lance Rockefellei



Curriculum Units Designed for Success
This program was developed for learning_disabled stuc'wnts who ha*.re problems in

reading. Using adolescent novels, various cognitive skills art targeted as needing im-
provement. These include vocabulary skills, written expression; listening skills, as well
as literal, inferential, and applied Lev& of comprehension.

A variety of activities are used for various chapters in each novel. These activities in-
clude crossword_puzzles, word searches, objective and essay questions, claSs discussions,
and teacher-made cassette recordings,

Teachers interested in developing a unit for their curriculum area may recieve sample
packets. To date, units amairailable for the following: The Adventures rf Tom Sawyer; The
Cay, A Day No Pigs Word d Die, Five Were Afissing, The Island tf the Blue Dolphins, Old Ydten
The Outsiekrs, Savage Sam, SOup, and A Wrinkle in Time.

STUDENTS

These units were developed for 7th and 8th graders in the Individualized Educational
Program (I.E.P) English and Language Arts ClasSeS at Clark Lane Junior High Schcol
in VgaterfordClass sizes range from five to nine students, and units can be adapted for
pupils ofail ages and abilities. Approximately five novels are covered by each class during
the school ran

STAFF

Janet Merkent and Candwe Sullivan_are sptcial education teachers who have taught
together for the past seven years: The program was developed and implemented as an
extension of a graduate course completed by Merixnt. This program can be implemented
by a teacher without assistance or staff support.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

MateriaLs for this unit include adolescent novels, dittos and student dictionaries, Mer-
kent and Sullivan recommend that teachers also include films, filmstrips, records, cas-
settes and a variety of aa materials.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Although they are not essential, the Regional Education Service Center and the public
library have proved to be valuable resources.

OVEPALL VALUE

The-program promotes an interest in learning while building academic and affective
skills. Students gain personal satisfaction and achieve success_ by reading novels and com-
pleting accompanying activities. They_become-sensitive to the character's variediperson-
alities_and lifestyles:and identify universal needs which may apply to their own lives.

Units using similar activities are adaptable to other disciplines. For example, a science
unit on smoking and tobacco was written and successfully implemented at the school:

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Janet Merkent, Candace Sullivan
Ctok Lanejunior High School
105 Clark Lane
Waterford; CT 06385
(203) 443-2837

16

Candace Sullivan and Janet Merkent
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Exploring Etymology and Onomastics
izairsakR25.--

Students engage in individual and group research as they re -he chararter and
ioots of the Tnglish language, Emphasis is placed on vocabulary develcoment through
the introckiction olLatin and Greek root words and the study of various ways in which
words enter a language.

:Students participate in rwo research projects; one in a small group format and the
other independently Groups create a dictionary of neologisms which include words (tom
their surnames as well as thote of school staff members. Independently students deter-
mine the origins and meanings of their given and surnames. Then they present this in-
formation symbolically on personal coats of arms

STUDENTS

Students in eighth grade develoorn:Ttal teading classes at Cloonan Middle- & c h o o l par-
tkipate in the program C l a s s e s nvcr. t h r e e times_ a w e e k a nd range in number from 18
to_25-._ Though_ the entire_program is used with above average students, elements can be
adapted to other age groups and achievement levels.

STAFF

This unit was developed by Jeanne Martel, a developmental reading teacher, as part
of an interdisciplinary unit for exceptional learners called "Egography."

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

_ Reference books should be brought to the classroom if possible. Classroom copies of
foreign language dictionaries and atlases should be made available. Students are expeaed
to use the public library for other reference materials.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

A field trip to the kxil public library is essential. The local historical society may pro-
vide infOnnation about speakers versed in onomastics.

OVERALL VALUE

Students increase their vocabularies, expand their knowledge of research techniques,
gain experience in using written and human resources, and_learn the dynamics of group
enterprise. They often take ownership of the project andbecome relentless in their quest
for_information_about their surnames._ Spin-off projects axe often generated into the fields
of genealogy, heraldry, and historical research. By manipulating wordparts and creating
new words, students gain awareness of the structural characteristics of language. A sense
of personal_pride is generated and communication with parents and other relatives is en-
couraged. The teacher eventually becomes a facilitator rather than an instructor.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Jeanne C. Martel
Cloonan Middk School
11 West North Street
Stamford, CT 06902
(203) 358-4544
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Jeanne Martel



Communication Challenge
aZMIEr2.9=E:27,4-07 7- Migithd2W722111SiegMlis7MMESES2MitairioatZ-Z .A..;;;a7 7,1 k :

Students build their communication SkillS by Comrrilinicating with students from an-
other area using letters and ivideo taped messages. Students obtain a realization of dis-
tance, geography and climate; and learn about people from other placeS.

Initial emphasis is placed on the art of communicating thoughts through letter Writ--
mg. AS relationships develop and familiarity is established; students plan a video tared
message to their new "friends."

The tape is sent to the corresponding school, where they make a tape in response.
Postcards and photographs are exchanged, giving students well-roUnded pictures of sim-
ilarities and differences.

STUDENTS

Over 50 students, ten and eleven years of age, have participated in thiS project, which
is in its second year at the Main Street School in Old Saybrook. SnidentSWrite letters ar
least once every two weeks, and videos are produced several timesa year. After the initial
video, students tape science experiments or oral presentations in various subject areat.
The project can be successful with larger or smaller groups of varying ability levels.

STAFF

JOila Koiii developed this prosram in cooperation with a_ te=her_from a school in
Cape HatteraS, North Carolina. The project is shared with friends and family members
as a mutual 'teaming experience, and it has the full support of the administration and
staff:

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Earh_student begins with a basic English text and lessOnS in writing a friendly letter,
sentence structure; vocabulary variation, spelling, and handwriting Skills. In time;
video equipment is needed tafilm_student's activities.

There is no complicated set-up and VCR equipment can be used in the classrciorri aS
well aS ihroughoUt the school. VCR equipment is not a must; for students c-in simply
write letters and send cassette rapes instead.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required.

OVERALL VALUE

Students are excited about sharing with students from anotherstate. Thrc,.gh the var-
ious writing exercises and video activities, students improve their skills in language
arts, science and geography.

The entire class participates in every aspecr of the project; be it guiding the camera
tour, filming; narrating, planning scripts, editing, or evalUating the Communication
skills of self and peers:Students are encouraged to take risks. Crinfidence iS deVeloped is
each student learns to:make a plan and stick to it. Students enjoy receiving letterS and
tapes from their new found fiends.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Julia Koch
Main Street Middle School
308 Main Street
Old Saybrook, CT 06475
(203)388-3443

48

Julia Koch

_
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arentescos dé la amilia/Farnily Relationships

This protect is a "painless arid enjoyable" way to practice family relations through role
playing.

The focus of the project is vocabulary building. Each of_the_threelessons includes a
vocabulary list of new words that are introduced to students through role-playing
exercises;

Students are assigned roles by the teacher, wha is equipped with a list of questions.
Students answer questions about family relationships using then- new vocabulary lists.

STUDENTS

This program is used with Spanish IiI students at 'Wethersfield High School. It is in
its first year,

In only three iessons, students learn in a fun way what otherwise miglr have been a
very laborious exercise. Vocabulary drills are n-iade enjoyable, because students learn the
words in context instead of by rote.

STAFF

This project was developed by Rose Wright: Other members of the staff plan to use
it in the future:

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Mrs._Wright has prepared material for this unit, which is available to any teacher who
wishes to implement it;

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are reiuired;

OVERALL VALUE

Wright has_found_that_students_ are bored when relationships are taught in the tra-
ditional manner-. Some students grasp the concepts, many do not,

"Students love the_ :pace: of this unit,7 said Wripht, "and the fact that there is always
a change of-activity. There is a noticable increase ii their performance and they seem more
enthusiastK." At a resiilt, the participants acquire a better understanding of Hispanic
views of the "extended family."

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
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Rose Wright _

Wethersfield High St-hoot
411 Wok= Hill Road"
Wethersfield, CT 06109
(203) 563=8181
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Rime Wright



Ted E. Beaç Oral and Written Language
Illi111111111M

Kindergarten children write letters to re a E. Bear usms 'Anvented spelling," a tech-
nique of writing letters of the, sounds you hear in a wore.. The alternative is dictating
letters to older children_or adults.

Ted_has his own personal mailboxin the classroom. Each day, studentsihave the option
of reading their letters to Ted; having the teacher read the _letters to Ted, or having the
letters remain private, 6r Ted only. Children are thrilled as they_receive prompt replies
from Ted, who is positive in his comments concerning the situations that prompt the
letter.

He _continually praises the children _for their letters and their use ofi"invented spell-
ing:" Ted becomes-an integral part of the language experience program in kindergarten,
leading to such activities as "Favorite Stuffed Animal Day" and the Teddy Bear Picnic.
Finally; a story is written and illustrated by each child and compiled into a book.

STUDENTS

This program has been used for the past six_ years with rwo kindergarten classes of
various developmental levels at The Barkhamsted Schoolin Plea.sant Valley Each clasS
contains approximately twenty-_five students, however; the projectcan be implemented
with a larger or smaller group. Letters are read to and from Teddy daily 61-about twenty
minutes. Time is allotted eVeryday for students Ea Write their letters to Teddy.

STAFF

The project was developed by Del5orah Wright-Vincent with the help of Helene
Thompson; librarian.

"What's fun about this project is that the entire staff gets involved," said Wright-
Vincent. "Ted occasionally teceives letters from the principal, language arts consultant,
librarian, and other staff members." Staff, parents, and students eagerly await Ted's ar-
rival each year.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

A loveable teddy bear, mailbox, paper, pencils and markers are all that is needed to
implement this project.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required, though Wright-Vincent did take her class to a teddy bear man-
ufacturer, who explained the process of making the bears. The following year; one of
those bears became Ted's sister Paula.

OVERALL VALUE

"Ted E. Bear" supports the Lahguase Experience approach, which gives students the
opportunity ro_ build on their speaking and listening skills, as well as develop beginning
reading and writing_skills

Through the use of a familiarand non-threatening friend suchas Ted, students explore
and discover oral-and written language: Parents becomeactively involved_with their chil-
dren's learning. Students are encouraged, and seem to enjoy; writing at home. They are
so enthusiastic about this writing experience that they continue to write to Ted after leav-
ing the kindergarten class.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: DelsotAh Wright-Vincent
The Barkheemsted Schod
P.0._Box 162
Ripley Hill Road
Pleasant Valley, CT 06063
(203) 379-2729

5 0

Deborah Wight-Vincent
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diation Project: Grades
. .-, t5- -2T#24ZW-21!....F._011.-Zi-::5.4A101211251121

The Mediation Project focuses on the training of students in conflict resolution skills.
It enables them to resolve disputes peaceably, without adult intervention. While there
are currently many conflict resolution programs in the United States in grades 7-12,
there are relatively few programs in the elementary schools, particularly at the grade ley:
els used in this program.

STUDENTS

All twenty-one students in Paula Steinmetz's third graile cats at the Noah Webster
School in Hartford are learning mediation skills. Since small groups are necessary for
training sessions, seven students am trained_duringewhof the_three tiaining cycles. Stu-
dents from all abilitygroups and achievement levels axe trainediin the following:the con-
flict resolution process; problem solving, communication and listening skills. There are
ten 45 minute training sessions in each :ycle. Upon completion of training, two media-
:ors are on duty throughout the day to approach classmates who are arguing or fighting.
Mediation is strictly voluntary.

STAFF

Steinmetz, _has developed a slide presentation explaining the purpose and format of
the project, which has the enthusiastic support of the principal, and several other teachers
on the staff.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Ordinary classroom chairs are used in a semi-private area of the classroom for media-
tion sessions. Two green Girl Scout sashes are used to identify each mediator:

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required.

OVERALL VALUE

of mediation_ has_ resulted i decrease_in the numbers of confl icts_amongst udents
at_ the Noah Webster SchooL Students with behavioral_ problPmc who have been trained
with the mediation process have shown a significant improvement intheir behavior. :

Interestingly, some:students who are not academic achievers have demonstrated lead-
ership abilities not otherwise apparent. An atmosphere of cooperation and helpfulness
prevails in the classroom. Students have developed leadership skills, increased feelings of
self-pride, self-confidence, and self=responsiblity as well as an awareness of how their be-
havior affects others.
__Moreover, _student; can use skills thatthey've acquired at home_ with their parents,

other_adults and_ siblings: _ The conflict resolution process is an excellent vehicle for _the
development of critical thinking, problem solving; listening and oral language expres-
sion skills.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
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Paula Steinmetz
No44h Webster School

5 Cone Street
Hartford, CT 06105
(203) 523-4218

Paula Steinmetz



Physical Education
: '



PEPRI
: This 15 an individiially identified; stUdent-centered remedial physical fitness plan

aimed at improving students' overall health and fitness. It gives students the opportunity
todevelop their own physical fitness program, tailored to their own individual
capabilities.

This _country _hoz been for__the past few_ years_ in_ the midst of a fitness '_'craze"_; while
at the same time; evidence points to a lack of physical frzness among young people. Stu-
dents in the program are tested to determine their capabilities; and then they _enter into
either a_six or sixteen weekintensive fitness program administered during free class pe-
riods. When students are deficient in more than one area, they are scheduled for addi=
tional sessions.

STUDENTS

During the 1984-1985 school year, "PEPRI" seived between_ 125-150 students at the
Martin Kellogg_ Middle School in Newington. All students involved in the program have
demonstrated abilities below the 30th percentile in any or all of the three areas of fit-
ness endurance;strength and flexibility

For optimum efficiency, class size is kept to between six and eight students.:Each stu-
dent is assured of individualized matment and of a program that suits his or her fitness

STAFF

: The project vYas developedbY Physical Education teachers Alice Dorn and Frank Wil=
kosz, assisted by supervisor Peter Cimini. The program requires close cooperAnon be=
tween the physical education teachers and school administration.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

"PEPRI" works best in a gymnasium or outdoor area. Mats, weights, a stopwatch,
an exercise bike, jump ropes, climbing ropes and a chinning bar are helpful.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

The University of Connecticut is an excellent resource for analyzing the results of phys-
ical fitness tcsts. Computer ana!ysis is necessary to _determine percentile ranges: The pro-
gram can be easily adapted to any standard fitness test:

OVERALL WLLUE

With such an emphasis on fitness in today'_s world; _the value of this program is evi,
dentStudents work_with existingequipment and facilities to improve their own physical
fitness The program requires minimum expenditures and helps students develop phys-
ical fitness attitudes that will accompany them into adult life.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
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Alice Dorn, Frank Wilkosz
Martin ICellogg Middle Schol
155 Hatdihg- Avenue
Newington; CT 06111
(203) 666-5418
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Alice Dorn

Frank Wilkosz



Stress Reduction and Relaxation Techniques

:17

This unit teaches students how to deal with stress associated with school or other daily
living situations. It shows students how to identify stress, and then how to deal with it
in safe, _appropriate ways. These exercises offer students a variety of tangible, practical
and useful methods of reducing stress, tension and anger:

1. Progressive muscle relaxation alternately tightening and relaxing the muscles to
develop better physiological awareness;

2. Autogenics -- mentally relaxing overused muscl(.1

3. Deep diaphramic breathing exercises controlling the body's funaions in a nat-
ural way;

4. Visualization using the imagination to create the vision of a peaceful plate or sit-
uation, and

5. Biofeedback an elect:alit monitor that g;ves students auditory fCedback when
they relax their muscles.

STUDENTS

Hyperactive, neurologically impaired and asthmatic children, as well as average
groups of children in grades one through four succeed in reducing stress with this pro-
gram._A relaxation unit, taught at_the beginning of the school year, can subsequently
be practiced in school and at home as the school year progresses. Although the program
has been used primarily with younger children; the exercises can be adapted for any age:

STAFF

_ "Stress Reductica and Relaxation Techniques for School _and Home" was developed by
Marc Kionisch, a physkal education teacher at the Annie E. Vinto school in Mansfield.
Though it has receiv&d the support of the school psycholDgist, nurse, principal, and sev-
eral classroom teachers, the program can be implemented without any additional
support.

FACILITIES AND MATERIALS

Activities ftir this program can be conducted in any quiet, undisturbed room. A car-
peted area or mats are helpful, but not essential. Biofeedback equipment, audio cas-
settes, and other packaged materials, though optional, can be ordered. Overall, the cost
of adopting a relaxation program is minimal.

irJUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required, but theie are a number of experts in the field who would be more
than happy to share methods or techniques.

OVERALL VALUE

in recent years; healthexperts and researchers from a variety of disciplines have rec-
ognized the negative effects that stress can have _on school-aged_ children. The relaxation
techniques taught in the program enable students to understand and control their stress,
making it work in positive rather than negative ways.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Mare KroniSch
Annie E.-Vinton Elementary School
306 Stafford Road
Mansfield; CT 06250
(203) 423-3086

Marc Kronisch



Learning Disability But Didn't Know Whom to Ask
IMIESEIMINEMENIVEMINMP' ;.";

This project involving guiding students with learning disabtlities_chrough a work-
bnqk aimed _at developing an understanding of learning disabilities._ The bdoklet is_ in a
question and answer format with student activity pages. Once completed, students keep
booklets fur possible future_reference.

The purpose of the project _is_two-fold; me first_is to supply information regarding
the nature of learning disabilities to students; their families and _teachers: Secondly the
liciOklet provides a greater degree of comfort and acceptance of the feelings that frequently
accompany coping with a learning disability.

The concepts are presented using humorous illustrations and upbeat, iriformal Ian-
guar-. ,In addition to the booklet, instructional guidelines and a short bibliography are
avaira:Ae.

STUDENTS

The booklet has been used for 18 months with students in grades 4, 5, and 6. It was
presented in a group setting of 6-8 students meeting 30 minutes weekly for eight
sessions.
_ As in all groups, the supponive dynamics of interaction augment the purposes of the
booklet. Groups were co-led by the special education teacher and a social worker.

Individual students in gradeS 3, 8, and 9 have also effectively worked through the
booklet.

STAFF

This project was developed by Deborah Maxa, a learning disabilities teacher, and He-
len Nix, a social worker at Pleasant Valley School in South Windsor._ It has been enthii-
siastically received by thepupil services-department, the superintendent of schools, the
Connecticut State Department_ &Education; private psychologists and area-pediatri-
cians. The Association for ehildren with Learning Disabilities (ACLD); requested that
it- be Made available to all ACLD chapters through the national conference in March
1986.

The project can be implemented by any classroom teacher in consuliation with a spt-
cial education teacher. A social worker or a psychologist would enhance the group proc-
ess, but is not essential.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Each student and leader needs their own copy of the booklet, which can be copied at
minimal cost A field trip to the resource room a the next level of education, whether
it be the junior high school or college offering special education services is recommended.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required:

OVERALL VALUE

This project helps students, parents and teahers cope with learning disabilities.
School staff members have observed a significantm change in the attitudes of children

and their parents as well. Parents express greater understanding of their child's academic
struggles and are better able to give emotional support.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Helen Nix, Deborah Maxa
Pleasant Valley Sehool
4737 Main Street
South Windsor, CT 06074
(203) 528-9711
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Deborah Mixa and Helen Nix





Operation Egg-=Drop

This project incorporates creative design and building principles_to teach sravity,
flight; and aerodynainks. Students research, design and build a spacecraft that_when
launched from the school roof with an astronaut (a raw egg!) in it, will land completely
intazt.

The project_ begins with students researching gravity, flight, rocket design and land-
ing procedures: The spacecraft are built at home out of materials selectd by the studentS.
Students are required to bring their ships in the day before the launch.

STUDENTS

Operation Egg Drop has been used for the_ past nine years in the fifth grade at the
Elmer T. Thienes Elementary School in Marlborough: The project takes_three to four
weekS to complete with students working at home and in the classroom: Class size varies,
as do achievement levels.

"Operation Egg-Drop" can be implemented from 4th grade up to senior high school.

STAFF

The project was developed from a unit presented by Dr. Ralph Yulo,_ a professor at
Eastern Connecticut State University, and adapted by Darrell Netto. The project has
been_ used in Marlborough for the past nine years with the assistance of two other staff
members, administration and parents. TIN. project can be done without staff support,
but on a smaller scale.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

The following items are necessary: two large posters; one klentifying the Launch Area
and the other identifying the splash down or landing area; a stretcher fouthe splashdown
crew to recover each aircraft; two flags, one yellow saying "SCKAMBLED" and bne
white saying "MADE IT"; Operation Egg-Drop participation cards and ribbons for each
successful mission.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Several Eio-oks and filmstrips are available.

OVERALL VALUE

This project allows students of all abilities to be creative while learning about f' son-
cepts of :light. Students develop planning, perceptual and organizational skills. !de at
the sometime having fun.

"Students from other_classes, fxulty, parents and community members benefit trom
the Egg-Drop adventure," Netto said:

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Darrell Nam
Marlborough Eleizentary School
School Drive
Marlborough, CT 06447
(203) 295-9551
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Are You Experimenting Safely?
voinialowitsimassas..z.1:7=;!.--1.

This_project introduces students to many safety concerns they will encounter in their
school careers as well asin their personal lives._

Following teacher demonstrations and explanations, students participate in practice
SesSicinS. Upon completion Of the project, students are tested. Discussion and reference
inaterialt extend classroom knowledge to activities in students' lives where safety is a
faaör.

This project can be used as a unit or broken up to suit a particular activity.

STUDENTS

This project began sixteen years ago as a prerequisite_ to science classes. Each year, all
ninth grade students at The Brooklyn School in Brooklyn spend three to four Weeks
learning material that they will encounter in high school classes and beyond. Lecture
sessions and small group demonstrations for all ability divisions are used.

STAFF

Developed by Ran Bergeron, this project can be implemented by any teacher familiar
with science equipment and general safety rules.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

This pmject can be carried out in any classroom; but it is better demonstrated in a
Science lab with equipment and facilities. The project lists materials that should be
available.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

: Field trips to science facilities at colleges, universities, and businesses:where labwork
is carried out will enhance the project. Viewing professionals in the field works to rein-
force guidelines learned in the classroom setting.

OVERALL VALUE

This project makes students more "safety conscious." With legal1 liability an ever pres-
ent issue today, a teacher demonstrating the "safe way" protects students by making them
aware of the hazards that they may encounter, as well as what to do to avoid them.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Ronald Bergeron
The Brookbm School
Garman Road
Brooklyn, CT 06234
(203) 774=903
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Chemistry: Principles and Processes
This project activates students interest in:learning chemical principles:In eight lab-

oratory experinients; students_prepare such &Millar products as:paint, fragrances; soap,
glue; and silvered mirrors. Students observe concrete examples for diffiailt abstract
concepts.

All concepts normally presented in a first-year chemistry course are incorporated into
this program. Students are motivated to understand the principles and perfect their
products because at the end of each unit; student-mmle products are quality tested:

STUDENTS

This_course has been used since 1974 with high school sophmores; juniors, and sen-
iors. Students meet six periods a week one double period in a lab arid four single class
periods in a classroom setting. The program in its entirety lasts the fi.ill school year, _

There is enough flexibiliq in the lab assignments and text to Make the units adaptable
for below average, average and honor level students. The teacher can choose to use all or
only some of the projects and problems available as appropriate to suit the academic level
of the students.

STAFF

"Chemistry: Principles and Processes was developed arid is being taught by Miriam
Nagel at Avon High_School. Other teachers in the Avon Khool system have also taught
sections of the course.

The original pilot program for this course was prepared under a state:grant for in-
novativei'ducation. Information abOut the program hasbeenshared_at conferences in the
United States and Canada. Materials for the course have been shared with teachers
throughout the U.S. and the world.

The course is supported by the entire school administration, who have encouraged
students to enroll in the course, published the text, and obtained necessary supplies and
equipment:

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Thcourse_can be taught_ wherever. a-conventional high school chemistry program
that includes lab exercises is offered: Supplies are staridard or locally available:

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Honor students are given a staridard advanced placement text for additional reading
and practice problems. The course is enriched at all levels through the use of appropriate
films which reinforce various topics in the program.

OVERALL VALUE

_This course attracts students to chemistry Enrollments are very high_and wademic
achievement is consistently above average baSed on the results of the NSTA-ACS High
School Cooperative Exam. In addition to academic achievement, students develop skills
in writing and organizing information.

Several students have won honors in local chemistry competitions, and reports from
graduates and parents are very favorable.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Miriam Nagel _

AvonBigh School
510 West Avon Road
Avon, CT 06001
(203) 673=2551
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Properties of Materials

This_project consists of a set of laboratory experiments and a_ lecture demonstration on
the topics of stress, strain,_elastic limits; surfare tension, and buoyancy Definitions and
calculations associat&d with these concepts are discussed.

In a laboratory setting, students locate numbers of situations that illustrate the con-
cepts listed. At each "station", they are presented with a card on which there are a series
of questions_andkr calculations. Students must form connections between the situation
and the concept to solve the_probleme. Most physics texts contain the appropriate back=
ground necessary to complete each task:

STUDENTS

Approximately 200 eleventh and_ twelth grade students participate in the program
each year. Ability levels range from nonmathematical to CalcalusieveL

This1 project requires five class periods a week: three for labs and two for lecture dem-
onstrations. The program is also adaptable to junior high physical science classes.

STAFF

This project was developed at Ridgefield High School by Arthur Amend and Arlene
Kuryla. Though developed by two, only one teacher is necessary. The project has suc-
ceeded in the past through cooperation from the administrative staff, allowing flexibility
in curriculum and scheduling. The Physics staff has added to the present set of experi-
mental situations Amend notes that everyone "approaches the instruction of this project
with enthusiasm and talent:'

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Although a physics laboratory is desirable-,__no_requirements for water, gas, or elec-
tricity exist. Some equipment is necessary at minimal cost:

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

The instructional staff may visit children's musetnns and read texts such as Flying Cir-
ais of Physics for new ideas to add to the sequence.

OVERALL VALUE

This project represents an inexpensive way to establish concept development in the
area of materials and their properties. It generates natural interest and enthusiasm on the
part of the students.

Each experiment develops knowledge, comprehension, and application skills. Stu-
dents, responding to questions and problems, demonstrate analysis of concepts in a
"real" situation:

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Arthur Amend, Arlene Kuryla
RielgeiditHigh School
North Salem Road
Ridgefield, CT 06877
(203) 438=3785
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Periodk Table Rummy
Students use element cards from the Periodic_Chart to learn families, periads and

chemical bonding of elements: They collect cards of_elements that belong to the anie
families or periods. The more cards they collect; the more points they receive. Points are
also:given for matching elements that can be bonded. Other Mles can be added by the
teacher, depending on the abilities of the group.

STUDENTS
.

This game has been used for five years in the eighth grade chemistry class at West
Rocks Middle School in Norwalk. A sign-up sheet is used to give all students the op-
portunity to play the game. There is also a tournament to see who has achieved the most
points.

STAFF

"Pericdic Table Rummy" was developed byJeannette Sawyer, as a result of several stu-
dents' interest in playingcards. One other teacher has used the program for average and
below average students at the high school:

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Smdents will need sets of "cards"; one for each element in the periodk table: The rnore
decks of cards available, the more students can play, especially on Tournament Day Cards
can be Made by the students at minimal cost.

A chemistry text and full periodic chart help students in formulation of families, pe-
ods and bonding ekments.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are necessary.

OVERALL VALUE

This:program uses student's interest in card playing to:promote a better understand-
ing of the arrangement of elements in the periodic table. This approach gives students a
positive, rather than negative attitude taward working with the table.

"This game puts the element of excitement into learning a very valuable part of the
science of chemistry;" said Sawyer: "Students forget they are learning and look upon each
game as a challenge."

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Jeanette Sawyer
Weil Rocks Middle School
West Rocks Road
Norwalk; CT 06851
(203) 847-1972

Jeanette Sawyer



Easy Metrics
111

This project fosters understanding_of the metric system and conversions within It.
Students can grasp metric relationships and the horizontal movement of the decimal with
the:help of a teacher-constructed chart showing the basic metric units:

Students must memorize the basic unitS; is Well as Prefixes for multiples and divisi-
bles. They must then construct a 27-itetin thiet frbrii :that inforthation. Decimals are
moved right or left according to the chart rule which is interpreted horizontally the way
a decirnakwould move._

The history of metrics; a description of _the system,and an explanation of meter sticks
precedesia lesson in which students estimate distances using metric_measurements. Ad-
ditional instructional materials include chart dittos, balance and weight sets; u well as
metric glassware.

STUDENTS

This project was developed by Jane-ledeschi, a teacher at Shelton High School; It has
been successfully ukd fi-n. 19 years for 9th grade Science StUdentS. TedeSchi has no doubts
that the project can be successful with other grade levelS iS

STAFF

All that is necessary is a teacher who has a firm graSp of the metric systems and its
workings. No other staff assistance is needed.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES Jane Tedeschi

Expenditures for this program are minimal. Metric measuring devices should be avail-
able to all students; but it's not a necessity that each student have his own.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required.

OVERALL VALUE

!Easy Metrics"is_an_ideal way fix students to aquaint thernSelves with the metric sys-
tem. By using the easy conversim chart, the system becomes less inhibiting, and stu-
dents feel better about using it;

Students have told Tedeschi that they have kept the chart and found it useful in other
i.futirses throughout their high school careers. "To me that shows that this project really
works," she said. "They tell me that they keep the chart as an instant refresher."

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Jar* Tedeschi
Shetto High kilo&
Meazlow Street
Shelton; CT 06484
(203) 735-8739
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T Weat t Vat
IMESOMESIIMMUMIN

Students learn basic weather concepts-in_ this prbgram which_mcorporates a _wide va-
riety_of materials;bands-on artivities and experiments This science unit is divided into
five parts: temperature; wind; air pressure; clouds and precipitation. Snidents make at
least one weather instrument out of household materials fix each part. They participate
in group experiments, and carry out individual investigations.

Students also chart the weather and check fbrecasts daily Reports are kept, in individ-
ual folders., Throughout the unit there are writing and art projects related to the weather.

A complete package of materials is available This includes a bibliography ofmaterials
and books _used; copies_ofcharts, diagrams; and pictures. Instructions for making in-
struments and art projects are also available, complete with directions for both group and
individual experiments.

STUDENTS

This unit is _used by a third grade_wid special needs class whose achievement levels
range from 3rd _through_ 5th grade. Though this program was Used for grades three Lucille Palmer and Jane Brown
through five; it is adaptable to various grade levels.

STA.FF

"The Weather WorkS" was developed by Lucille Palmer, a third grade teacher at The
Frisbie Rhool in Wolcott, and Jane Brown, a special education teacher there. This proj-
ect was supported enthusiastically by staff members and administration.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Students set up a weather-center, displaying their weather instniments, charts, and
daily forecasts.

Though activities and investigations in this studentdirected center are carried out in-
dividually; they can be done as a whole group in a traditional classroom setting.:

This program has many activities which enhance it bur are not necessary for its suc-
cess. These:would include filmstrips; records; and art projects. All that is neccessary is
paper, pencil, and some readily available household products like styrofoarn cups and pa-
per fasteners.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Though not necessary, a field trip to a weather station gives students the opportunity
to see the operation of weather equipment first hancL_Guest speakers; such asa weather
forecaster froma local television station; let students ask questions about the weather and
careers in forecasting.

OVERALL VALUE

_From this project; students get a first-hand understanding of the_ mysteries of our
weather _They acquire an enthusiasm andmore positive attitude toward learning, as well
as an improved awareness of changes in the environment.

In addition, students practice pr&dicting, observing, following directions, graphing,
and measurement skills. Palmer said that sharing and cooperation also increase because
of the project.

FOR MORE INV 41MATION: Lucille Palmer Jane Brown
The Frisbie Schpal
24 Todd Mid
Wol-cotti CT 06716
(203) 879-0530



Three-Dimensional Map Modeling
Through the use of simple materials-, students grasp the concepts ofmap making, and

have fun doing it. Students construct three dimensional models of topographic imps and
marine charts. The models are made out of cardbbard or other similar materials.

STUDENTS

The project is used in science classes, grades six to 12 at the Morgan High School in
Clinton. Achievement levels may vary, and in fact, lower ability students can excel and
achieve asuccess _that_ often dispels part of their negative self-image. The program can
be implemented one-on-one or in a class-size group.

STAFF

The project wasdevelopedbyDavid Lopath, to demonstrate to his class the submarine
topography of LongIsland Sound: An outgrowth of a marine scievcdoceanography class,
it is now USed lin ill levels of earth science: It has been adapted by several of Lopath's
colleagues at his school arid others.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

The materials for the project are inexpensive and easy to find: The idea is to keep ma s
simple and easy to construct.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

In an extension of the Fol.:.
a research vessel to take sound,
form and- construct a scale mori
local fishermen:

;-.-ani_ed oceanography class, students use
;:eter. They then plot_ the data in chart
.ne area, which iS still in use today by

OVERALL VALUE

The three-dimensional map-makinig project allows students to conceptualize a "flat"
rwo-dimesional map into a 3-13 visual by the process of modeling.

Students develop observation; measurement, and construction skills as a result of this
program. Lopath notes that though there arena direct measurement outcomes cf the
project, "the obvious enthusiasm of the students is proof of its success."

FOR MORE INFORMATION: DiVid Lopath
Morgan High School
Rot. 81
Clii, - CT 06413
(203) 669-5701

David Lopath
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Respiration: Its Control and Capaci
Students learn to measure_ their own vital capacities and become conscious of others'

health_ in comparison-teitheirma;
The project involves students thinking about the effects:that smoking and airipollu-

tants have on their lungs and respiratory centers. Each gathers personal data and com-
pares that to a "norm chart." They: use homemade and commercial spirometers,
instruments that measure the volume of air entering and leaving the lungs. They also use
a simple self-inade apparatus which demonstrates that carbnn dioxide is produced during
breath ing .

Finally, _with_laborztory_partners-, students rm a series of nine experiments to
show that the chief stimulus to the respiratory center is carbon dioxide.

STUDENTS

This program has been used in two ninth grade:honor biology groups, as well:as in
all moth grade biology sections. A_ follow-up with the groups in their semor year checks
the_elk:ts of lung growth or capacity changes. Groups range between 20725 students in
both class and laboratory activities. It is bett to begin this project at the ninth grade
level sin( e much of the data reflects and depends on age and weight developmental pat-
terns. The project can be adapted for the primary grades:

STAFF

: "Respiration: Its Control and Capacity" was developed by Thomas Vincent Malley, at
the LetviS S. Mills High School in Burlington. He has also trained another biology
teacher at the school to administer the program. Malley noted that "every year_he does
this project,_stdf rush in for their annual lung check. The program appears to have a
lasting impact."

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

_ Special diagrams on respiration from the National Tuberculosis Association are use-
ful. No special room is neded, just an overhead projector and filmstrip machine.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required.

OVERALL VALUE

Students are extremely interested in their own health. They are highly self-motivated
towards finding their own vitalcapacities, their implications and their comparative value
to the "norm". Students quickly understand that diseases and disorders are the result of
interference by outside factors. They become directly involved in gathering and analyzing
data that may have a lasting effect on their attitudes toward maintaining their own per-
sonal well-being;

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Thomas Malley
Lewis S. Mills High School
Route 4 and Lyon Road
Burlington, CT 06013
(203) 673-0423

Thomas Malley



Let's Go Flk a Kiie!
11 = 1 1- .: This program deVelops thinking and problem solving_skills while mtegratirig scien-

tific concepts, historyi art arid language arts into one project.
After researching the bitsic concepts-of flight as they:relate to lift; gravity and drag;

students are asked to design and build a kite. Att and design are integrated into the
project asstudentssearch out successful kite designs.

Somestudents keep journals of the stagesnf their kite development, while others write
poems abOut their experiences: This project involves cooperation, sharing of ideas, per-
severance; sensitivity and patience.

At the ccalciusion; stUdents Make Comparisonsof the different styles; as well_ aistheir
successes and failures. They arso compare kites with the:same design to see what flight
variations are caused as a result Of differences in materials, bridle construction; anditail
length._ An_ instructional packet with background information, kite styles, and bibli-
ography is available:

STUDENTS

The program is_ used with a third grade ciass of 24 students at the Hurlbutt Elemen-
tary School in Weston; It is adaptable to a wide range of grade levels and can work well
with a group of any size.

STAFF

This unit was developed by Eileen Bengston;_whodast_summer_ presented a seminar
on this_project to the PIMMS Sdence Fellows from both the_elernentary and secondary
levels. The unit can be administered by one teacher or by a group of teachers:

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Students are encouraged to work on the project at home and at school: Class time is
ukd to discuss scientific principles of flight, the history of kites; and jo.,mals and poems
students have written. Research is done at the town library, while construction is done
at home.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

Other teachers, older students, and townspeople are valuable resources on the history,
design and principles of flight.

OVERALL VALUE

_ Designing _and constructing kites gives studentsthe opportunity to use thinking and
problem solving skills: Studentsviewfailurt as a challenge, instead ofas a condition of
poor performance. As well as encouraging artistic design and creativity, Bengtson points
out that "the project is simply a lot of fun!"

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Eileen Bengtson
Huributt Eleinentaty School
9-Schcol Road
Weston,- CT 06883
(203) 222-2522

Eileen Bengtson



Simple Machines
linigiRVtiEZ:rh irk.ELW:dif 47: es.;;VC..f..C.49if ;' .

Students perform a series offive experiments using simple machines to learn how they
function. They calculate mechanical advantage and the efficiency of simple machines
used alone and in combinations.

Students do three experiments with simple machines, one with a combination of two
machines, and a motion experiment involving a toy bulldozer. From these, they learn
that physics is not just a theoretical subject but also a part of their daily lives.

STUDENTS

This activity has been used successfully for over ten years with junior and senior phys-
ics classes at Coventry High School. Students should complete all-laboratory work in one
week. Each lab group of 2-4 students must have a different method: This activity can
be adapted for younger students:

STAFF

This lal3oratory xtivily was developed fmm a number of physks texts, lab books and
personal experiences by David Chatel, Chaiiman of the Coventry High School Science
Department.

17;4

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

: A physics_texti with some description of simple machines, work and efficiency prob-
lems is helpful. Preprepared lab sheets for levers, inclined planes, pulleys, wheels and
aides, and screws can 1::e Wed. A standard lab area in which students are able to leave David Chatel
equipment set up from day-to-day is recommended.

Additional equipment from home bathroom scales; block and tackle, car jack,
and cable pull are not required but are usually of interest to students.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required.

OVERALL VALUE

According. to Chatel, this project generates enthusiasm which carries over to other
areas.of study

Students are highly:motivated when given the opportunity to "do something" with
kW restraints._ The= highlight Of the proiect is a demonstration of vertical motion in which
studentslift" the instructor with a toy bulldozer. 'The challenge of moving 750 + new-
tons with one newton is exciting," said Chatel. -"Students initially:perceive the task as
impossibl?., but aftergaining an understanding ofsimple machines; they findit very easy
to ido. The practical knowledge is then theirs for the rest of their lives," he said.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: David Chad
Coventry High School
78 Ripley Hill Road
Coventry, CT 06238
(203) 742-7346



Disease, Technology, Society:
Understanding the Connections

This program ftkuses on preventionand contml of disease, through knoWledge and
responsible decision-making: Biology texts and lecturediscussions stress concepts of noi=
di:biology; the study of microorganisms and their effects on other forms of life. lab-o-
ratory explanations involVe cUltivation, staining, microscopic examination of bxteria;
and skills identified with the "scientific methcd.

Discussions in the unit deal with communicable, hereditary, congenital, deficiency
and degenentivedisams Because sonially transmitted diseases represent a threat to
teen-age health, students research and analyze why these diseases are common among 15:
19 year olds. They also design a plan of action to control these diseases. A value clari-
fication activity helps students communicate their feelings and attitudes toward bio-so-
cial issues.

STUDENTS

This project was implemented in biology classes, grades 9; 10, and 11, which meet
5:-6 times per week. Average class size for the project is twenty students.

STAFF

Strategies far the program_were developed by Tean Burkus, a science teacher at Amity
Regional .hminr High School. She advises that teachers who wish to use this program
should have some training in microbiology

MATERIALS AND FACIIITIES

A classroom with lahoratory is necessary Students should be supplied with
biology texts; and should also have access to a library for research. A teaching guide,
lesson plans; and student work samples are available.

OUTSIDE RE&OURCES

Though none are required,-a trip to the pathology lab of a hospital is recommended.
Guest speakers from commercial laboratories and Y.D. clinics are also helpful.

The National Foundation of Birth Defects; the AmericatiCancer Society, the Con=
neCticut Lung Association, Planned Parenthood; the American Hout Association, and
other community agencies have literature and audiovisual material that may be helpful.

OVERALL VALUE

The actiVities in "Disease, 'rhilology, Sticiety" builds asvareness ofsomeof the corn-
plkated issues involving infectious diseases. This project is timely considering the "ep-
idemic of fear caused by the increase in the number (leases of the deadly disease AIDS.
Students learn_ the correct -uses of terminology, the application of microbiological con-
cepts; andtritical thinIting skills as a_ r-esult of the program.

According to _Butkus; students loan to appreciate diflirences in values from Emily,
peer groups, and subcUknial experiences.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Jean Burkus _

Amity ffigional Junior High School
Ohrhan Avenue
Orange, CT 06477
(203) 397-9235

ean Burkus



Grájhic Representation of Surveys
Students conduct a survey and portray the results. Various uses of graphs are discussed

in class, andexamples frormnewspapers and magazines are used extensively ro show dif-
ferent way.. to convey information.

Students then select topicsand conduct surveys of the student body, check their re-
sults; and begin transkiting those results into graph forms. They have the option of con=
structing line, bar, circle, scatter ahd picture graphs. The data are summarized and
presented to the claSS, and a *ritteh Summary it submitted to the teacher.

STUDENTS

The program has been used for the past five years in eigth grade classet at the Gideon
Wells Middle School in Glastonbury It can be implemented from grade 6 through 12 at
various ability levels. Class sizes range from 20-30 students meeting daily.

STAFF

This project was developed by Marianne Cavanaugh and Deborah Mukahy with Fran-
einetynch participating in the_ initial development:The interdisciplinary project was
developed and adapted to addtess a need in the problem solving-math curriculum: Teach-
ers can implement t& pro/ect witht any outside assistance. The adininistration has
been supportive of this project and graphs ate diptayed throughout the school.

MATERIALS AND FActurrrs
Teachers nte able to implement this program in a regular classroom setting. Audio

N iuái )represt'neatiom 1-orn newspapers and magazines are helpful.

OUTSIDE FiEsalICES

Saks:men, computer operators, and insurance agents frequently use graphs. These
people give snit-lents an understanding of how graphs can be used everyday by people on=
the-job.

OVERALL VALUE

This activity teaches students how to present visual information effectively. Students
develop an increased confidence in math abilities _and public speaking skills as a result:

"Students enjoy conducting their surveys and creatively expressing their results
through classroom presentation," Cavanaugh said. "It helps them to see their creative
abilities surface." _

Teachers enjoy assigning this project because it gives them another way of assessing
student understanding instead of the usual testing situation.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Deborah Mulcahy; Marianne Cavanaugh,
Francine Lynch
Gickon Wells Middle School
1029 Neipsic Road
Glastonbury, CT 06033
(203) 633-5231 (x530)
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Planning a Vacation by Car
This pmject provides students with a realistic opportunity to use road mapS and travel

guides. Students use developmental worksheets to learn map reading and budgeting of
bothtime and money

Working with_ one_traveling companion, students select a destination by lottery, used
detailed &planation sheets, travel guides, teacher support and an_ example of a completed
trip On pipet in planning a vacation by car of no less than ten and no more than 14 days.

The finished project contains an itinerary a worksheet showing: miles traveled, routes
taken; towns _andior states stayed in, tourist attraction costs, lodging expenses, meals,
automobile_expense-, as well as miscellaneous expenses. A completed map of the journey
is also required.

STUDENTS

This project has been used for nine years with approximately 825 studentS in gradet
7-10. The entire lesson takes about three weeks to complete; including testing_and miNie
pretentation. Classes meet once daily for 45 minutes. Students range in ability from
honor students to learning disabled and resr, irce students. Class sizes range from a high
,)f about 28 to a low of 19.

STAFF

"Planning a Vacation" was developed by Eugenie Langhorne, a teacher at Enrico Fermi
High School in Enfield. No additional support is needed for the project.

MMERIALS AND FACILITIES

Two days early in the project are spent discussing the baSics of map reading. In ad-
dition, arch student is given a list of states and is responsible for the correct spelling of
each. A full _set of up-to-date Mobil Travel Guides is provided by the school library for
use in class daring the project.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required.

OVERALL VALUE

_ Through this project, students learn to realistically budget time and money, gain
knowledge about their country's geographic_ and cultural make-up,-learn map reading
SkillS and the use of travel guides, as well as improve spelling and general mathematic
SkillS.

According to Langhorne, "enthusiasm jima high and when given during the first
quarter of the school year, the project can generate interest in the rest of the course. Stu-
dents have wen that learning can be both fun and worthwhile."

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Eugenie Langhorne
Enrico hrmi High School
124 North Maple Street
Enfield, CT 06082
(203) 763=2301
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American Biography: A eting of the Minds

"American Biography: A Meeting of the Minds" is a "learn by becoming" activity
which allowsstudents to gain 6r themselves an in-depth understanding of somt aspects
of history ftom the point of view of a historical personality

In this unit, students create research-based impersonations of chosen historical char-
acters who engage in a series of conversations in which biographical information is shared
and attitudes and opinions are compared and discussed. To enhance elements of realism
and drama, students don the appropriately researched garb of their characters during fi-
nal conversations.

The idealor the unit and its name come from the television program entitled "Meet-
ing of Minds" which aired on PBS. The creation of Steve Allen, who also hosted the
show; "Meeting of Minds" _was_ a weekly gathering of &molls and diverse personalities
who engaged in a lively and informative exchange of ideas.

STUDENTS

The "Meeting of Minds" unit was developed as a component of East Hampton's pro-
gram for talented and gifted students. Participation is open to fifth grade members of
the prograriVs talent pooL It is a ten-week-unit; with students meeting once-a-week for

_minute& Because the conversational aspect of the activity is essential, it should be
carried out in groups of not more than seven students.

Though developed for above-average students, the program can be adapted for use in
a regular classroorn.

STAFF Madlyn Bynum

The unit was developed and is implemented by Madlyn Bynurn as a social studies
component of the "Challenge and Enrichment" program. Fifth grade teachers support
the project by welcoming the impersonators into their classrooms where the final con-
versations take place.

MATERIALLS AND FACILITIES

A meeting space where conversation can be carried on freely is ideal for this project.
Access to biographical materials may also help students in their search for information.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

A trip to the school or public library and possibly to the high school prop room would
be useful undertakings for the success of this project.

OVERALL VALUE

The challenge of "Meeting of Minds" is for students to uselligher level thinking skills
than they have used in the past.:A high degree of interest and interaaion are generated
by this program; as well as students experiencing the fun of shared fantasy Each time
the unit is conducted, it is a new and exciting undertaking that makes "Meeting of
Minds" a highly successful and enjoyable teaching unit.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Madlyn Bynurn
Cotter School
7 Summit Street
East Hampton, CT 06424
(203) 267-2527
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Fifth Grade Fleet

The "Firth Grade Fieet" project Wis initiated to_ help students better understand
American History Each student was required to build a ship that was significant in the
making of this nation. This includes research on an approved ships so that a students
can throughly farniliarize_with their history and importance.

Ships art.- made from_scratch; utilizing materials-of the ',.rudents' choice. They are
given 3-4 weeks to complete their projects. Daily logs art kepr by all students to show
thespecific amount of time spent on the project The finished shipsare turned in along
With the logs arid brief summaries. In addition, some students choose to dress as the
captain of their ship, and pretend to be that person when giving their presentation to
the class.

Students are awarded certificates as momentos fOr being parr of the fleet. Students
whose ships arc judged to be the best in specific categories receive small engraved
plaques. Upon completion of the project, ships and logs are displayed in the school
library-

STUDENTS

This project has_ been used for the last five years with fifth_graders at the Flanders
Elementary School in East Lyme. Class size for the project ranged from 22-26: All stu-
dents have participated, including those in special education classes. The project would
alsh be ideal for junior high students.

STAFF

"Fifth Grade Fleet" was developed by Janie Pressley Butts, who said: "All this Project
needs is an enthusiastic teacher, one with a desire to make learning come alive."

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

Students supply their own materials and use the library oi their choice to do the nec-
essary research.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

As a culminating activity, a person knowledgable about navigation could come and
speak to the class.

OVERALL VALUE

This project is an original idea not part of the regular curriculum. Therefore, each
studenes finished product is unique. Students benefit from tf i; project in that they de-
velop higher level thinking skills_related ta analysis, synthesi-- nd evaluation.

"The 'Fifth Grade Fleet' project deepens students interest in history, as well as sup-
ports shared experiences, promotes self-confidence, and fosters pride in the finished prod-
uct," said Butts.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Janie Butts
Handers Efrmentzny School
Boston Ibst Rtxrd
Old Lyme, CT 06333
(203) 739-8475

Janie Butts
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The Crisis in South Africa and
American Foreign

"The Crisis in South Africa and American Foreign Policy" departs from the traditional
current events lessons and investigates a current topic using community resources, pri-
mary and secondarysourcesand a variety of learning techniques.

At the onset; students were unfamiliar with terms such as: apartheid; pass laws, con-
structive engagement; Afrikaners, Boers homelands; peoplesuchas Winnie and Nelson
Mandela, President Botha, Bishop Tutu, Steve Biko and Oliver Tambo. Emphasis was
placed on having students become comfortable with associated names, places and terms.
Students went to school, town and city libraries and brought_ pertinent articles to class.

The teacher copied for each student a speech by Bishop Desmond Tutu, a report by
Senator Edward_Kennedy on his visit to South Africa; an administration description of
the American Policy of Constructive Engagement; and a compilation of Apartheid laws
obtained from the UnitédL Nations Book Store. Students, divided into groups, read, dis-
cussed and summarized for the class an area of apartheid law relating to sports, family

education, work and travel.
Due to this unusual approach to teaching, students seemed to have shown increased

enthusiasm over the United States role in world affairs and the limits of power.

STUDENTS

Fifty-two above average 8th grade U.S. history students meeting five times a week
participated in this unit. It is a two to three week unit which is then ongoing throughout
the year. This _type of unit was used successfully ina tenth grade World History II class
investigating the crisis in Guatannala a few years ago.

It can be effective wherever there is a crisis involving U.S. interests and where there
is material easily accessible. "Third Wrkl Popierty and Hunger" would fit easily into this
category.

The program could also work well with average ability students.

STAFF

Titv; project_was developed by Mke Elhier, a Social Studies realer at the Wooster
Intermediate School in Strafford. It has the full support of the school administration
whkh actively encourages creative teaching methcidS.

MATERIALS ANT) FACILITIES
A VCR, -copy mxhine, and access to school and publk libraries are iièedèd for the

project. A record player, slide projector and a large space should be available, depending
on the speakers' needs.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES
Area universities were contacted for South African students willing to speak on the

topic. A South African woman spoke to the combined classes on "Growing Up Coloured
in So..-..th Africa." The teacher also taped a series on South Africa from public television.

OVERALL VALUE
Student interest is provoked and maintained by this multi-learning approach to a cur-

rent crisis; the subject becomes more relevat.: and takes on a greater sense of reality and
urgency. The classroom becomes an exciting place as the students, rnade comfortable
through visual experience with strange names and terms, aie able to discuss and debate
ideas that they get from the media.

Through this exercise, note taking, listening and writing skills are strengthened. Stu-
dents learn how to find and organize material, thus releasing them from sole dependence
on rhe =book and encyclopedia. Classroom studies many times are carried over to fam-
ily discussion, strengthening family ties;

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Alice Ellner
Wolter Intermediate School
150 Lincoln Street
Stratford, CT 06497
(203) 385-4275

Alice Ellner



History From a Personal Point of View
Children discover there is history robe learned from within their Mrh families ih this

project that illustrates the relationship between history and people. Students gain respect
and appreciation for themselves and their Elmilies, and return to their "textbook history"
with reni.Wed Vigor, enthusiasm and understanding.

FOr the project, students interview older membrt of their fainily to discover how gen-
erations differ and to see Fainily development as liVing history After a class brainttorming
session on possible events to include, students make timelines of their own lives. Another
brainstormingsession raises similar questions for fathers, mothers, aunts, unclet, Cousins
and/or grandparents: Students listen for different responses to similar questions from orie
generation to another. _

Interviews are shared with the class on an 7_as you feel comfortable" basis. Some in-
terviews may be shared orally from notes while others May be _written out as reports.
Demographic data is collected for class graphing and Charting, which can be used within
students' reports. Some interviews may be taped or video recorded.

STUDENTS

This project has been in use at the 4th grade level since 1981, but it adaptable to any
gr,le level up_ through 8th. A class meeting three times a week for 50 minutes should
complete the program: in 4-5 weeks.

All students can participate. int:iced only by a negative Emily response to the project
for_personal reasons. Intent of arscossion and sharing will be a key factor

Letters and notices are sent to families prior to the start of the program. Childrens'
natural curiosity about their background, and parents pride in sharing it is the reason
that this program has been such a success.

STAFF

"History From a Personal Point of View was deVeloped by Buckley Johnton, a 4-th
grade teacher At the Highcrest School in_ Wethertfield. It it a stib=program of a larger
project teaching the history of Wethersfield. Used by all 4th grade teachert ih the torn=
minim it has the enthioiastic supporrof theadministration and the Board of Education.
Already shared at several conferences, the project has been adapted by other communities
in Connecticut. It has beeorecognized for its excellence by the Connecticut Council on
the SOcial Studies and the Connecticut League of Historical Societies.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

No specific tool other than teacher observation of the project is necessary

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

ObViously, the greatest resource is the wealth of knowledge that family members can
provide students. The project is not possible Without teacher guidance, but once that i.
set, students set the parameters, develop the content and create lessons themselves.

OVERALL VALUE

"LettOnt for life is the chief value of this unit," says Johnton. "It is important that
children retOgnize and appreciate not only their own uniqueness but that of others. The
program helps them see that history is the story of real people at they tekt to the world
around them.7

This project is ofspecial importance at the 4th grade level, where this may be the firtt
real exposure to history "History From a Personal Point of View" imparts a view which
May last_through the rest of their studies in this area. The unit begins with experiences
the children have had at a concrete level, giving them a more solid foundation to build
abttract levels on later in their school careers.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Buckley:Johnson
Hightrest School
95 Highcrest Road
Wethersfield; CT 06109
(203) 563-1362 76

Buckley Johnson
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The Name's the Same
WNW

This program features monthly communication between students in two towns with
the same name; The towns; Old Saybrook, Connecticut and Saybrook; Illinois; are
linked because the Illinois town was settled by founders from Conneaicut. By corre,
sponding with children from another area, students learn what kinds of settlers founded
the Illinois town and why

The program shows how pioneers lives changed as they moved to new areas, and how
the towns are historically linked. Students compare and contrast their lives and sur-
roundings, and gain a better understanding of people who live in a different region.

STUDENTS

Two_thirclgrade classes of widely_varying levels of whievement are currently involved
in the prograrn; but it can be adapted to any grade level: The regulza social studies or
language arts period is sufficient to complete the unit.

The proma began in fate September with the exchange of class lists, and concluded
at the end of the school year with a visit from the Illinois correspondents in honor of
Founder's Weekend.

STAFF

Facilitator of "The Narne's The Same" is Mary Cvecicer, a teacher at the Kathleen E.
Gnodwin Elementary School in Old Saybrook. She has received administrative support,
but noted that it is possible to implement the program without assistance from other
staff members. Because of the nature of this particular program, there is a close associ-
ation between staff mad the town committee for the 350th celebration of the founding of
Connecticut.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES

All wori: thr the program is done in class with school materials, which may include
composition and construction_paper, audio cassette tapes, film, and state and local maps.
Work folders are kept throughout the school year.

OUTSIDE RESOURCES

None are required.

OVERALL VALUE

"The Names The Same develops communication skills, _reinforces language arts
techniques, and improves map skills and historical analysis. Students participating in
the program are eager to continue, as they realize that their learning experience can be
the start of a lasting friendship with someone far away

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Mary Decker
Kathleen Goodwin Elementary School
80 Old Boston Post Road
Old Saybrook, CT 06475
(203) 388-3446
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GenetA Abur Past Revisited
miogy our Past Re, .sited explores individual.family _histories and traces each

, luough_ the use el interviewing and research skills,
'..,:rtrulating questions," notcrakingi recording data, locating and organizing inthr-

mauon, rig, interpreting, and documenting facts, students develop an awareness
of them:Kave un;que individuals.

The pr jeer was developed as a curriculum unit for gifted and talented students,
grades. Sti -.lents in_ the CREST-(Creative_Rources Enriching Student Talents) pro-
gram were xloced to the unit as a minicourse in_geneology_

11AS_a culminaing activity, students ar: encouraged to share their histories with their
fainilieS and Claismates. Group projects include _a family folktale collection, "A Trunkfid

Fa-;7* Folklaki", fishily night, taster's table of ethnic recipes, demonstration of ethnic `!,---

falk dances, a famil; 3ing-a-long, and a folkSinging perforMance for the local historical
society

STUDENTS
_ Approximately twelve gifted :and talented students; grades 3-6-, _puticipatedin this
mgram. These same students have participated since the projeces inception in 1981.

The project is shared each year with other 5th and 6th grade social studies classrooms.

STAFF

Claire Krause, social studies teacher at the Lebanon Elementary School, developed this
program. Any resource teacher, or regular classroom teacher can initiate this project, as
it is suitable for all students. Since most of the work is done at home, the time require-
ments are 10,15 hours in the classroom.

Instrumental in the process of this program axe special resource people in_ the com-
munity, such as a local genealogist; a local historian knowledgeable about old cemeteries
in:town, a folksinger, dancer and storyteller. The project can be accomplished without
this support, but use of community resources and people provides motivation for the
activities.

MATERIALS AND FACILITIES
This project requires no more space than that in a regular classroom. An annotated

bibliography of bizioks is used, which may already be in the school or public libraries.
Family records (birth, marriage, death cenificates, family trees, household artifacts from
the past, old photographs, etc) are gathered from private collections. A slide projector
and tape recorder are also necessary

OUTSIDE RESOURCES
-Field trips to_libraries and museums art encouraged but are not vital to the-success of

the project: The CREST group has _taken trips to _Old Sturbridge Village, Mystic Sea-
port; the Center 6r Connecticut Studies; the Connecticut State Library; the Connecticut
Historical SOCiety, The Museum of Connecticut History and the Old LebanonCemetery

The librarian at the State Library is very helpful in explaining which genealogical rec-
ordS students can find there. The scnool and local libraries are helpful in locating books
far the project.

OVERALL VALUE
_ The project is an excellent way to introduce students to oral history techniques. Li-
brary skiils are developed using primary source material. This is an especially timely unit
in light of the present fcicus on the Statue of Liberty restotation and the contributions of
immigrants to the U.S.

The project garners an interest in history and geography as students research their
ancestral homes, as well as develops national pride as students explore the factors that led
people to chose America as the land of opportunity

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Claire Krause
Letanon Elementary School
Route 207
Lebinon,_CT 06249
(203) 6424593

Claire Krause
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Honorable Mention
1986 Projects

Dr Ruth Kuhlig
"Spending Money"
West Vine Street School,
Pawcatuck; CT

Mrs. Kertsin B. Lindner
"Surion-erReng Project".
Deep River Elementary School
Deep River; CT

Sharon D. Ledoux
"Food for Thought"
Burr District _School ,
Higganum, CT

Kay W. Bousquet
"Children as Authors"
Putnam Middle School,
Putnam, CT

Mary Jeans
"Designing Rooms in Mintature"
Earl M. Witt Middle School
Stafford Springs, CT

Patricia S. Proctor
"Dramtic Production A Synthesis
if(the Arts"
The Brooklyn School, Brooklyn,
CT

Patricia Proctor & Sue Gardner
!Bridging the Gap: her Tutoring
With Compters
Brooklyn 1,,tientary School
Brooklyn; CI

Ken Royal
"The Royal Reading System"
Center Elementary School
Brookfield, CT

Samuel R. Lewhel
"-The Great Holiday Library Suirrh"
Rochambcau Middle School
Southbury, CT

Cartil M. Ouellette
"Developing Moekl RtracyaPhs
ID Integrate the Language Arts"
Center School, East Hanipttsn CT

Barbara Levine
"Word Pottier"
Mokegan School, Uncasvilk,. CT

Stella Ericson es: Betty Page
"Students Produce a 7ilevision
News Program"
Guilford High SChool,
Guilford; CT

Mrs.janet Brochu
"Extra Crodit Science _Corner"
Ettirl -M. Witt Middle School
Stafford Springs, CT
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David W. Hoyt
"The Unknown 7-fAb"
New Mrd' `chaol
New M 3c- .1

Lucille Palme,
"The Math Drill Team"
Frisbie Elementary hool
Wolcott, cr

Elizaheth Zito
"Beginning Experiences With Lou,
Resolution Computer_Graphks"
Simon Lake Sabo!, Milford, CT

West Hills Stgf
Teacher Committee of West
Hills Schools Team Approach at
Srest Hills
"Riad Map to Research"
West Hills Follow Through
Magnet School, New Haven; CT

Darlisa Ritter
"Dimensions for Special Days" _
Long Hill School, Shelton, CT

Sharon A. Mohyde
"The SPIRIT if Advertising"
Wooster Intermediate School
StratfOrd, CT

Jennifer A. March
"Democracy at Work"
Central Avenue School,
Naugatuck, CT

Joan K. Gurecki
"The Pretiaimis (Washington
through Reagan)"
Casimir Pulaski School
Meriden, CT

Susanne Duffy & Barbara Leach
"Political Decision_Making"
Amity Regional SE High School
Woodbridge, CT

Sally_S. Brockett
"Learning With PRIDE"
No. Branford Intermediate School
No. Branford, CT

Joyce Narden
"k Saturnalia"
Amity RegionaLSE High School
Wricidbridge, CT

Frank Samuelson; Jr
"Alternative Eck-Cation in the
Middle School - the Oxford
Alterrufive Program"
Great Oak Middle School
Oxford; CT

Parriela Granucci
"Wonderful_Whales"
Highland School, Cheshire, CT

-ool Physical Education

FulMonary Resuscitation-
; -_ int Certification

,.....-wington High School
Newington, CT

Joal T. Wojciewhowski
"Discover the Pythagore.a Theorem
Through the Ulfl" Tar:gram"
Enfield High Sthool, Enfield, CT

Frederick C: fitzGerald; Jr.
"The Mean Middk Schooler"
East Hartford Middle School
Ent Hartford, CT

Eugene Bourg=
'Applied Science and Technology"
Avon High Sabo!, Avon, CT

Mrs...jean Brush Hill ._.

"TWR (Thinking Writing Reading)
Workshop"
West Woods_School;
Hamden, CT

Kathleen E. Dinneen
"Weatiering the Stormy Years
cf Adolescence
Susan S. Sheridan Middle School
New Haven, CT

Joan Wlms
"Sentence Patters Revisited"
Shelton High School, Shelton, CT

Richard Notarangelo
Vid-Ksd - A Video Newsmagazine"

Wetley Elementary School
Middletown, CT

Susan W. Lance
"A Trip to Ransylitania"
Wooster Intermediate School
Stratford, CT

Marianne Cavanaugh, Francine
Lynch, Deb-on-di Mulcahy
"A Mathematical Approach to Is-
lamic Tile Design"
Gideon Welles Jr. High School
Glastonbury, CT

Barry R. Bernstes n
"A Practical Multi Facet Approach,
Evatlation & Program"
Regional Occupational Training
Center; Manchester, CT

Kathleen C. Mullan
"GEOGRAPHY: A Shaper
Or History"
Windsor High School,
Windsor, CT
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Mary Donna Lyons
"POlry in the Latin Classroom!'
Enfield High School, Enfield, CT

F Francine Koelsch
"Magic Scissors Books"
Silver Lane Elementary School
East HartfOrd, CT

Constance Kapral _

"Uking the First Step in Orienteering:
A Problem-Solving Approach"
Hopewell School,
Glastonbury, CT

Mary Monroe_ Kolek &
Carol C. Stocks
"Project Worth"
So: Windsor High School
So. Windsor, CT

Christi= MacDonald &
Laurie Flathers
"Homemaking & Foods - A . A .L.P"
Enfield High School; Enfield, CT

David W. Avezzi
"Using Physiology in a Practical Ap-
proach to Teaching Physical Fitness"
Union School, Unionville, CT

Joan C. Walden
"Art Awareness 7
No. Street Elementat.
Greenwich, CT

Timothy R. Gartner
"Tle Stick Market1Wirld of F inanci"

-ort Ridge :_ichnol.
Ca

anotiC. Martel
lelf.Discovery Through
Discovering_Otherr-
qoorian _Middle School,
Stamford, CT

Jary Sue jibilian
"Utopia: Form and Function
j the Personal Dwelling"
Cloonan_Middle School,
Stamford, CT

Louise R Winter
"ionietry in December"
Tokeneke School, Darien; CT

Ines F. Maisannes
''Stained Wall W ithout Constraint"
Andrew Warde High School,
Fairfield, CT

Wendy S. Lister
"Stages V Life"
Stark Elementary School
Stamford, CT



Honorable Mention
1986 Projects

EdWard Spillarie Sylvia Burke & Michael Marak Norma Goralski James F. Mahoney
"Developing Futuristic Concepts "Coastal Concerns: A Study if "The Schad Store: Math and More: "St Wars linprovement"
6 Attitudes Using the Traditional the CT Coastal Environment.' Roaring Brook School, Avon, CT Turn of River Middle School
English Literature Program" Spring Glen School, Hamden, CT Stamford, CT
Windham High School LinetteA: Bramasi
Willimantic; CT Alfred Brancato "USA: Unders&nding Sections Emily Slomski

"Science + Fun Learning" if America" "Mock InterviewsCaretr Planning"
Cheryl E. Sanderson Center School, Stratford, CT Timothy Eilvards Middle School Enricb Fetnii High School
"Using the Community as Sbuth Windsor, CT Enfield, CT

.iiching A rena for Students With Jane C. D. Tedeschi
Severe Handicaps" "Introduction to Chemistry Syllabus" Marion W. Gaylor Basil D. Robtrti
EASTCONN Early Childhood Shelton High School, House 4 "TiMelY WO.WI Wordr "Human Growth &
Center at Southeast School
Mansfield Center; CT

Shelton, CT Wisdom)",
Huardville Memorial School

Development Seminars"
All Elementary Schools

Mt. Phyllit MCQueeney & Enfield, CT Grades 4, 5, 6
Samiiel R. Le*bel Ms. Lillian Rosenthal Glastonbury, CT
"Chronicle ja-_7iip West"
Rochambeau_Middle School

'Interdisciplinary Cultural
Geography Exchange"

Robert T Buckley
"Any Mailfor Me?" Maureen Bourn; Susan Condren,

Southbury, CT Dag Hammarskjold Middle lkliool Avon High School; Avon, CT Sharon Rosen
Wallingford; CT "Mein-Oran-S."

Rita M. _Lapati Claudia A. Wilcox Pleasant Valley School
"LivingLiterature" Vivian E. Johnson_ "SpellingReadiners"_ South Windsor; CT
Newtown Middle School,
Newtown, CT

"The Dream, The Dreamer,
Livinkthe Dream"

Center Road School, Vernon, CT
Raymond Johnson

Spring Glen School, Hamden; CT Marie Anne Gauvin Dire liShiikeSikare"
Nancy Thurmond _ "Effective Use if the IrdbckinUni Schbol
"Getting DoWn tO Business" Samuel Goldenberg & Judi Hunter Bilingual Dictionary"- East Hartford; CT
Huckleberry Hill "Public 7iansportation" _ Silm Deane-Middle School

lernentary School ACES Academy, Hamden, CT Wethersfield, CT Adeline Merrill
Brookfield, CT "An Essay for all SelilsOffs"

Anne E. Cuyler Allan S. Marks Ent Ridge Middle School
Joanne Woodington _ "Career Bears" "Call 4. the Wild' Ridgefield, CT
"Completely Capturing Consonants" Ridge Road School, East Hartfw-d Middle Schoo:
Goshen Center School,
Goshen, CT

No. Haven, CT East Haroord CT Atitit L. Sessi
"RiadingClub"

Beryl Irene Bailey Barbara I i n by & Joh n Chevet Northeast Elementary School
Douglas Goodrich & "IX4 Too_Sing America" "Project ( '1 1,L.D.(ComPiiii+i Stamford, CT
Ronald Carrizzo Jackie Robinson Middle School Help In Learning Petelopment)"
"Arrhaidogy Simulation Dig"
Rogers Park Jr. High School

New Haven, CT Manchester High School, Manch-
ester, CT

Eleanor M. Hegedus _

"S&ikespeare...To be Connnecticut"
Danbury, r.:1- mg s. Wilson

Corridor Graphics" YY_onne J. Griffin
Rowayton School,
Rowayton; CT

Cheryl A. Dering Amity Regional Jr. High School "Marriage & FamilyMarriage
eiboratory Assistant" Bethany, CT for Credit" Pasqualina "Pat" Yacovacci

Witerienvn High School,
Watertown; CT ;At Lynn McGilvary

Hartford Public High School
Hartford, CT

'Filling a VoidThe Neglected Con-
tributions i f Black Scientists"

"Instrument-Rom of Bassick High School
Ronald Carrizzo Orchestral Instruments" Gerald). Bilocirau Bridgeport; CT
"Greek Mythology Riddles'. Wooster_intermediate School "Internal:on Date
Rogers Park Jr. High School Stratford, CT LinelTime Indicator" Linda Levine & Linda Sumpter
Danbury, CT Ellington High School '±Ternagt SmicidePrevention"

Frank Ltrose Ellington, CT Turn of River Middle School
James Howson "Project Adventure" Stamford; CT
'Totalitarianism and the Abuse
of Power Through Literature"

Strong Middle School,
Durham, CT

MaryAnn _McAdams
"The BART Carr Etta M. Eidahl

Rothanibtail Middle School
Southbury, CT Nancy A. Charest

Keeney Street School,
Manchester, CT

"Reminiscing With the Elderly"
Saxe Middle School

"The Skeletal System: An New Canaan, CT
Sandia H. Brenner Integrated Unit 4' Study" Valerie Sady
"Enrichment Through Community Worthington Hooker School "A Novel Writing EXperience" jOah Moan
kesourcer
NOrthVille School, New Milford,
CT

New Haven, CT

Mary Thonras-Churney

Keeney Street School,
Manchester; CT

"Thriiiigh the Letif lithe Masters"
Roger Ludlowe High School
Fairfield :CT

"Astronomy" Sandra K. Later
Jane M. Kessler
"Estimation Skills Usable
in the Real World"

West Woods School,
Hamden, CT

"Employment Office"
Edward Morley School
West Hartford, CT

Cheshire High School,
Cheshire, CT



Honorable Mention
1986 Projects

Susan H. Spear
"Around the Work! in 180 Days"
JohniB.Sliney School;
Branford; CT

Bonnie Roman
"COntemporary Life Skills-
Amity Regional Jr. High School
Bethany; CT

Jacqueline Murray Pancak
"Band:cap_ Awareness Unit"
Worirtret Intermediate School
Stratford. CT

Parrici.t Karpacz &
Arline Cumming
ShiPwrecked"

John Read Middle Schobl
Redding, CT

Glenda Green & Mary Johnson
"Watching Smart: A Guide to
Cnucal Television Viewing
Pomperaug Elementary School
Southbury, CT

Margaret L. Ford
"CONNECTICUT: The
Constitution Sum"
Bethel Middle Schaal, Bethel, CT

Nancy A. Broughel
"A Constitutional Convention"
Sherman School, Sherman, CT

Charles Raymond &James Lauer
"World_War 1: Causes & Conclusions"
New Milkitd High Schbol
Ncw Milford, CT

t- Kummer & Alice Nelson
"A idy of Connecticut's History
Through Connecticut Minutes"
Black Rock School,
Thomaston, CT

&nano Pollidta
"A Unit in HandicapAwa -mess

for biterniediak Grade'
Tarifiville School
Tariffville, CT
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Arthur Hovey _ _

"Capcurtance and Capacitors"
Amity Regional High School
Woodbridge; CT

Irene Hochman
"Cooperative Writing"
Dunbar Hill School,
Hamden; CT

Gail Grzegorowicz
"Monthly Reaa'ing Game
FranciS E: Kotn School,
Durham, CT

Frances C. Bennet
"Tm Minute Writing:
Hamden High School,
Harriden, CT

Patricia P._Ziman
"Fantastic Fridays"
Lafayette School, Shelton, CT

Kathleen Sciiwanfelder
"Seventh Graders Become
World Travelers" _

Branford High School, Branford,
CT

L..ynn H. Nesshoever
"Creative Newspaper Project"
Wooster Intermediate School
Stratford, CT

Judie C. Goldenthal
"Nre Can Bank On It"
King Phillip Elementary School
Wetr Hartford, CT

Dr. Rolfe W. Wenner
"Model Assessment: Course
Evaluation PrOCLUS"
Farmington High School
Farm i ng ton , CT

Judy Glas
Letras y Sonidos"
Ramon Erneterio Betances School
Hartford, CT

Chuck Bush
"A Unit in Handicap Auareness

for intermediate Grades"
Tariffville School
Tariffville, CT

James Melzen
"Peer Response Group
Writing_Conferences"
Buttonball Lane School
Glastonbury, CT

Qrol Bennett
"Ltama to Thermoskyship:
Transportation Systems"
Tolland Middle School,
Tolland, CT

James S. Fuller
"Better Writing with Peer Editing"
Avon Middle School, Avon, CT

Margaret Fitzgerald
"Pee r Counseling" _

Enfield High Sthool, Enfichl, T

Judith Schumachet
"Movement Math:for Kindergarten..
Windermere School
Elhngton, Cr

Patricia Cobh
"Aired-Child Edacation Center"
Weaver High School, Hartford,
CT

Laura -R . Boutilier
"Legal iT4ht.o and Responsibilities
of Teon
Ill,ng Jr. High_School
M:nchester; CT

Yakntine Kropiwnicki
'_5peria1 Industrial Arts

for Special Pio-A"
Enfield High School, Enfield, CT

Mrs. Trudy Aarons
" 'Smiley Bags - Wekly Take Home
l*ckets
Silver Line ..).hool
East Hartford; CT

Santino Pollicita
"Fun & Facts
Aboitt
Culture"
Wethersfield High
Sthocil
Wethersfield, CT
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James Twitchell &
Richard Ramagli
"Substance Abu,. P'-',,rarli"
Cranbury Ek.TL1 v iool
Norwalk, CT

Mrs. 'Louise Fay_Despres
Support Materials for

the PBS Television Series"
New Canaan High School
New Canaan; CT

Mrs. Rhoda Dix &
Mrs. Constance Seremet
" 'ME' Pi.died
Turn of River Middle School
Stamford; CT

Susan R. Stelmach
!'_Senior Speeth Month"
Westhill High SchOol
Stamford, CT

Mts. Rhóda Dix &
Mrs. Constance Seremerr
L'Steres"ping"
Turn dRiVer Middle School
Smmford, CT

Clare Elilab-erh BtrikaW
"Planet Ocean: Exploring
Earth's _Final Frontier"
North Street Schriol,
Greenwich; CT

Mrs. Louise Fay DeSpres
"A .P French Literature: Six Authors
New Canaan High School
New Canaan, CT

Donna R, Millet &
Steve Wallerstein
"Arts Alive Day'
Eastern Jr. High School
R iverside, CT

Phyllis Girrison
"Career .Vieaker Program"
Bassick High School
Bridgeport. CT



ardees

INTERDISCIPLINARY

Karen Porter, Higgarnem
Warner Lord, Wilma Maus, Patricia Muggleston, Madison
Arlene Lirot, Higganum
Franklin Gross, Cokhester
Samuel Leivbel, Southbury
Sylvia Burke arid Michael Marak, Hamden
Anne Keegan, West Hartford
William Farr and Christine SMith, Bolton
Vicki Ehrenzweig, Stamford
Pamela Lavender and Susan Shaff-Shafton, Stamford
Billie M. Kapp, Coventry
Jane Haminer, TrUmkill
Jary SueJibilian, StantfOrd
Jeanne Kcilik, Groton, and Roseniark Pahl, Glastonbury
Lauren Brazicki and Michelle Collins, Waterford
Jean Gamer, Ridgefield

ART, MUSIC

Susan Reiter., Higganum
Margaret Kirigl6r, DOp River
Carol Baldwin, ROckville

HOME ECONOMICS

Susan Hall Jewett City

LANGUAGE ARA S, FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Donna Whitham, Old Saybrook
Liuren Cass, Monroe
Celeste Gavin, East Lyme
Richard Hampton; Stratfird
Mary Marrandino ;_flamden
Charles Ewers, Ledyard
Michael Gudaitis, Avon
Shirley Coe, Guilford
Verne-Marie Kozak and Nancy Helberg-Smietana, Newington
Marilyn _Smith and Joan Flasko, Bridgeport
Lance Rockefeller; Laiyard
Janet: Merkent ar.d Candace Sullivan, Waterfird
Jeanne Martel, Stamford
Julia Koch, Old SaybroOk
Rose Wright, Wethersfield
Deboraii \lf..`nght-Vincent, Pleasant Valley

LMV, BUSINESS RELATED

Paula Steinmetz, Hartford

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Mite Dith and Frank WilkoSz, Newington
Mart KtOhikh,_ Mansfield
Helen Nix and Deborah Maxa, South Windsor

SCIENCE MATH

Darrell Ntto, MailbOrOugh
Ronald Bergerbo, Brdok6n
Miriam Nagel, Avon
Arthur Amend, Arleni iCuryla, Ridgefield
Jeannette Savryer; Norwalk
Jane Tedeschi, Shelton
LucilleiPalmer end Jane Brown, Wolcott
David Lopath,
Thomas Malley, Burlington
Eileen Bengttoh, We.ston
DavidChatel, Coz.entry
Jeanne Burkus; Orange
Deborah Mulcahy, Marianne Cavanaugh and Francine Lynch,
Glastonbury
Eugenie Langhorne, Enfield

SOCIAL STUDIES

Madlyn Bynum, East Hampton
Janie Butts; aid Lyme
Alice Ellner, S'ratJlird
Buckley Johnson, Wethersfidd
Mary D-ecker, Old SaYbrook
Claire Krausc, Lebanon



Thoughts On Celebration of Excellence
"I want to thankyou for Making our children winfierS. They are the real winners,
of course, and they are the ones Who will reap the benefits of this program for
years to come:'

Arlene Lirot
Cekbration cf Excelleme winner

'The exchanging of ideas among those at the inStittite is the beginning of the es-
tablishinent of a netvvork of Sharing thin-Ugh-01U the state. There is nodtgibt that
the enthusiasm generated it -the workshop will carry over_into _classrooms
thrdughcitit Connecticut...1 feel rejuvenated sincemy work has been publicly rec-
ognized as having merit; andl have heengivert the opportunity to work with oth=
ers whose creativity and dynamism is inspirationar

Charles Ewers
Celebration of Excellence winner

'Working, laughing, arid thinking for five days with twenty celebrants, was ex
hauSting, refreshing, enervating, rejuvenating and frustrating...So many alive,
active people filled with the joy of teaching:'

Warner Lord
Celebration of Excilence winner

"Public education is one of our greatest and most important resources. If our
economy is to work, our educational system_luts to work. We depend on our ed-
ucational system to provide the kind of employees we need to continue to
fut. -lion

john_Schneider
SNET
Project Manager
Celebration 4" &alma

7Recognitinn is a fundamental component in our_education system-We must Sa:-
lute the fine jobs that our teachers are doing; and not be so ciuick to criticize
rhem:'

Alfred W. Van Sinderen
SNET
Director and former Chairman

"Every good teacher will become a piouet-.1 and a missionary in the cause of ed:
ucational improwmene

Henry Barnard
Comp :Ssioner of Education, 1845
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